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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the geometric implication of rook length polynomials introduced in 
the author's thesis. We introduce the idea of partition varieties. These are certain algebraic 
varieties which have CW-complex structures. We prove that the cell structure of a partition 
variety is in one-to-one correspondence with rook placements on a Ferrers board defined by 
a corresponding partition. This correspondence enables one to characterize the geometric 
attachment between a cell and the closure of another cell combinatorially. The main result of 
this paper is that the Poincar6 polynomial of cohomology for a partition variety is given by the 
corresponding rook length polynomial. 
This paper serves as a transition of our studies from combinatorial spects to the geometric 
aspects. To make the transition accessible, we give three appendices on the known results on 
Grassmann manifolds and flag manifolds which are used frequently. One appendix is on 
a technical lemma on embeddings of manifolds. 
1. Introduction 
Let M~,.  (C) be the set of all m by n matrices of rank r over the complex field. Let 
M denote M~,,  (C). Let 2 = (21 . . . . .  2.,) be a part i t ion of some positive integer. Let Fx 
be the Ferrers board corresponding to 2. An r - rook placement on Fx is a placement of 
r nonattacking rooks on Fa. Let R~ be the set of all r - rook placements on Fx. 
Historical ly, people studied the relat ionship between rook placements and many 
other subjects. For  example, Gou ldman et al. [9-13] studied the connection between 
rook placements and orthogonal  polynomials,  chromatic polynomials  of graphs, 
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Mobius inversion, the umbral calculus; Gould [14], Wachs and White [31] studied 
their connection with Stirling numbers and their q-analogues, Garsia and Remmel 
[6], Sagan [-28] considered the relationship between rook placements and the major 
index, Garst [7], Bj6rner et al. [2], and Ziegler [33] studied the topological structure 
of the set of rook placements a a simplicial complex, etc. But the implication of rook 
placements in algebraic geometry has not yet been touched. 
In this paper, we study the relationship between the combinatorics of rook place- 
ments on a Ferrers board and the geometry of certain algebraic varieties which have 
cellular decomposition a alogous to the Schubert cells in a Grassmann manifold. We 
call these varieties partition varieties. We interpret he rook length polynomials 
introduced in [-4] as Poincar6 polynomials of partition varieties. The main theorem of 
this paper is Theorem 33. 
In [4], we introduced the idea of invisible permutations, the length function for 
rook placements on a Ferrers board, the partially ordered set of rook placements and 
rook length polynomials. We proved a local formula for the length function of rook 
placements which evaluates the contribution of every rook to the length function 
individually. Then we gave a formula on the relationship between rook length 
polynomials and Grasia-Remmel polynomials. The major result in [4] is an explicit 
formula for rook length polynomials. As a consequence of this formula, we also 
obtained an explicit formula for Garsia-Remmel polynomials. 
In this paper, we study the geometric aspect of rook placements. We introduce the 
partition variety as a quotient space B\Mz  where B is the Borel subgroup of upper 
triangle matrices of GL,, (C) and 
M~ = {~EMlai,  j = 0 if(i,j)q~F~}. 
We prove that B\M can be embedded into certain projective space pS. The image of 
B\Mz  is a projective subvariety. We transport the variety structure to B\Mz  itself 
and call B\Mz  a partition variety. We study the topological structure of partition 
varieties. We prove that every partition variety has a cellular decomposition. Further, 
we show that every partition variety has a cellular decomposition. Further, we show 
that every partition variety has the structure of a CW-complex. The cells of the 
CW-complex and their closures can be described combinatorially by means of 
sequences of Ferrers boards. This description leads to a combinatorial criterion for 
one cell being a subset of the closure of another cell. By using the idea of invisible 
permutations introduce in [4], we prove that this inclusion relation can be character- 
ized by the Bruhat order of certain symmetric group. The main result in this paper is 
that the Poincar6 polynomials for cohomology ofpartition varieties with coefficients 
in real field R are given by our rook length polynomials introduced in [4] with r = m. 
This paper serves as the transition from the combinatorics of rook placements in
[4] to the geometry and topology in our study of partition varieties. To make this 
transition smooth for readers tarting from both directions, we give basic definitions 
used in this paper in the next section. Also in order to give an appropriate preparation 
for this transition, we give four appendices atthe end of this paper. The first one is an 
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exposition on the CW-complex structure of Grassmannians over the complex field 
which is a complex analogue of that in Milnor and Stasheff [23]. The second escribes 
the Schubert cells and Schubert varieties combinatorially. The third contains two 
different representations of the flag manifolds. The fourth is a lemma on the embed- 
ding of complex manifolds. 
The main body of this paper consists of five section. Section 2 gives the prelimina- 
ries and the statements of the main results. Section 3 proves the manifold structure for 
B\M. Section 4 describes the embedding of B\M into pN. Section 5 shows that the 
partition varieties B \  Mz are indeed projective varieties which have cellular decompo- 
sition analog to the cellular decomposition of Grassmannian into Schubert cells. 
Section 6 studies the cell structure of partition varieties. It is shown that partition 
varieties have CW-complex structure with the rook length polynomials obtained in 
[-4] as their Poincar~ polynomials of cohomology. 
2. Preliminaries and the statement of main theorems 
In this section we give some preliminary definitions from combinatorics, geometry 
and topology, some known results which will be used in our argument, and the 
statements of our main results on partition varieties. The appendices contain an 
exposition of known facts about Grassmannians, Schubert cells, Schubert varieties, 
and the flag manifold. We will use the complex topology in this paper. 
Let [n] denote the set { 1 . . . . .  n}. Let ;~ = 0-1 . . . . .  2") be a partition of some integer 
where )~1 ~> "'" >~ 2,. > 0. Sometimes, we write 2 = (1"' 2" . . . .  n"") where #i is the 
number of 2;'s which are equal to i. We view a Ferrers board Fa of shape 2 as 
a subarray of an m by n matrix, where n = 21 and the kth row has length 2k for 
1 ~<k ~<m. For example, if 2 = (3, 1), then 
Sometimes we write 
We assume, contrary to the usual convention, that Fx is right justified; the reason 
for this is explained in [4]. If r/> 1 let 
Vr = ~ Ei,n-r+i. (1) 
i=l 
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where Ei,~ is the matrix with 1 at (i,j) and O's elsewhere. Let IV. be the symmetric 
group on In] = {1 . . . .  ,n}. Let S(n) be the set of distinguished generators of W,: 
S(n) = {(12), (23) . . . . .  (n - 1 n)}. 
Definition 1. Let 2 be a partition such that vr s R~. When r = 0, let Vo = 0. For a E R~, 
the length function l(a) is defined by 
l(a) -- min{k + hla = Sk "'" Sl V, S'I "" S'h} 
where si E S(m) and s) ~ S(n) and 
! 
sp "" sl v~s'l "'" Sq sR~ 
for each l <~ p ~ k and l <<. q <<. h. 
Thus l(a) is the minimum number of adjacent row and/or column transpositions 
required to get a from vr = Y,~= 1 Ei,,-,+i, such that all the intermediate rook place- 
ments are in the board Fa. This length function was first used as the length of rook 
matrices by Solomon in his work on the Iwahori ring of M, (Fq) [29]. The length 
function I can be evaluated 'locally' by the following local formula which counts the 
contribution of each rook in a, individually. In the following we often use a 1 to denote 
a rook and a 0 for an empty box in a Ferrers board. 
Proposition 2 (Local formula). Let a e R~. Write a = ~= 1 Ec, b, where cl < C2 < "'" < 
C,. Let cti be the number of zero rows above the cith row in 'a, ?i the number of zero 
columns to the right of the bith column in a, and fli the number of l' s to the 'northeast' of 
the ith t (not including the ith 1). Then, 
l(a) = ~ (0~ i "4- fli "4- ~i)" (2) 
i=1 
Definition 3. Let 
RLr(2, q )= ~ qZ(¢). 
aeR~ 
We call this a rook length polynomial. 
In [4] we proved the following formula. One of the main results of this paper is to 
give a geometric interpretation of this formula when r -- m. 
Theorem 4 (Formula of rook length polynomials). I f  is a partition with m parts then 
RL,(2, q )= ~ qZ~=~(i~ j) f i  (~ , i j _ r  + j )  q (3) 
1 <~i~<... <i,<~m j= l  
where (k)q = 1 + q + q2 + ... + qk-1. 
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One of the main ideas in 1-4] is to extend a placement a of r rooks on an m by 
n board to a placement P(a) of m + n - r rooks on an m + n - r by m + n - r board. 
We identify P(a) with the corresponding permutat ion of [m + n - r] and call P(a) the 
invisible permutation corresponding to a. There are various ways to extend a rook 
placement a to a permutat ion of [m + n - r]. The choice here is made so that l(a) is 
equal to the number of inversions in the permutat ion P(a). 
In order to help the reader understand the definition of P(a) we give an example. 
Example 5. Let r = 2, m = n = 4. Let 
a = El, + E32 = 
000 ) 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
Thus the permutat ion matr ix corresponding to a is 
P(a) = (El l  + E23 ) + (E34 + Es2) + (E4s + E66) 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 








The 4 x 4 submatr ix of P(a) at the southwest corner is exactly the rook matrix a. 
The precise definition of the permutat ion P(a) is given in Definit ion 6. Since it is 
hard to see through the notation, we give an informal definition of the corresponding 
permutat ion matrix. The matrix P(a) is m + n -  r by m + n -  r and has a in its 
southwest corner. We call this southwest corner of P(a) the real part of P(a). We call 
the columns n + 1 . . . . .  n + m - r and the rows 1 . . . . .  m - r the imaginary part of 
P(a). In the example these are the columns to the right of the vertical line and the rows 
above the hor izontal  line. The l 's are placed in the imaginary part of P(a) so that the 
column indices increase as the row indices increase• This describes their posit ions 
uniquely• F rom the method of placement of the l 's in the imaginary part  we see that 
l(a) is equal to the number of inversions in the permutat ion P(a) which is the usual 
length of the permutat ion.  So we have 
l(a) = l(P(a)). (5) 
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This mapping a ~ P(a) allows us to translate problems about rook placements into 
problems about inversions of permutations. It would also be possible to put the real 
part a of P(a) in the northeast corner. But, if a is placed in either of the other two 
corners, the combinatorics becomes messy. In the following we think of P(a) as 
a permutation or a permutation matrix whichever is convenient. The formal definition 
of the permutation P(a) is as follows. 
Definition 6. Let a ~ R~,.. Let tr = ~7= 1 Ec~b, with c I < c 2 < " "  < C r. Define a permu- 
tation P(a) e W,.+. , by 
1 ..-  n - r  n - r+c~ . . .  n - r+c ,  d~ . . .  d , . _~ 
e(~)  = 
J al ... a,_r bl "" b~ n+l  ..- n+rn- r  
where {al, az, ... , a,_,} is the complement of {bl, bz . . . .  , br} in [n] with aa < a2 < 
• " < a, -r ,  and {d~, d2, ... ,d,,-r} is the complement of {n - r + cl, ... ,n - r + c~} 
in{n- r+ l  . . . .  ,n - r+m}wi thd l<d2< ... <d, , _ , .  
Remark. From this definition, we see that the ai's index the zero columns of a and the 
d{s index the zero rows of ~r. 
In Example 5, since tr = E14 + E32. We have cl = 1, c2 = 3, bl = 4 and b 2 = 2. 
Thus {a~, a2} = [n] - {b~, b2} = [-4] - {4, 2} = {1, 3}. So al = 1 and a2 = 3. Sim- 
ilarly, 
{d l ,d2}=[ .n+m-r ] - [n - r ] -{n - r+c~,n- r+c2} 
= {3, 4, 5, 6} - {2 + c1, 2 + c2} = {4, 6}. 
So d~ = 4 and d 2 = 6. Thus 
P(~r)= 3 4 2 5 " 
Then the permutation matrix P(~) is 
P(tr) = (Eal + E23) + (E34 + E52) + (E45 + E66) 
which is exactly the same as the one given in Example 5. 
If we write P(a) as a two row array as in Definition 6, the columns to the left of the 
first vertical ine are called the column imaginary part of P(cr). The columns to the right 
of the second vertical line are called the row imaginary part of P(cr). The columns 
between the two vertical ines are called the real part of P(~). Note in Example 5 that 
the 4 x 4 submatrix of P(cr) at the southwest corner, the real part of P(a), is E34 + E52 
which corresponds to a = E~4 + E32. There will always be this shift of row indices. If 
cr = ~=1 Ec, b, then the corresponding block in the southwest corner of P(a) is 
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Next we give some definitions and basic theorems from geometry which we will use. 
Let C" be the n-dimensional affine space of row vectors. 
Definition 7 (Affine variety). A subset of C" is called an affine variety if it is the set of 
common zeroes of a collection of polynomials with coefficients in C. This collection of 
polynomials are called the defining polynomials of the affine variety. 
The n-dimensional projective space over C is defined by P" = C" + 1 _ {0}/,-~ where 
(Xo, x~, ... ,x.)  ~ (Yo, Yl . . . .  ,y,)  if there exists c ~C - {0} such that Yi = cx~ for all i. 
We let (Xo : x~ : ... : x,) denote the equivalence class of(xo, xl, . . . ,  x,). The x~ are called 
homogeneous coordinates. A po lynomia l f (xo ,  Xl . . . . .  x,) is homogeneous of degree 
k i f f (cxo, CXl . . . . .  cx,) = ckf(xo, xl, ... ,x , ) .  
Definition 8 (Projective variety). A subset of P" is called a projective variety if it is the 
set of common zeros of a collection of homogeneous polynomials. This collection of 
homogeneous polynomials are called the defining polynomials of the projective 
variety. 
Definition 9 (Standard affine open sets). Let 
Ui= {x=(xo :x l :  ... :x , )~P" lx iv~O} O<~i<<.n. 
The U~'s are called the standard affine open sets. They form an open cover o fP"  [17, 
p. 4]. 
Lemma 10. Each Ui is homeomorphic to the affine space C" via h :x  = (Xo:Xl : ... :x,) 
~'+(Xo/Xi, "'" ,X i -1 /X i ,  Xi+ l /Xi  . . . .  ,Xn/Xi)" 
Let P"', . . . .  P"- be projective spaces. Let N = lqi":: l(ni q- 1) - 1. The points in pN 
will be written 
(""  ;Xi ...... i,: "'" ) (6) 
where (il, ... ,i,,) e [n l  + 1] × --- × In,. + 1]. Define a mapping ~u :I-[i"_ 1P" ' - - ,PU by 
7'((... :xi: . . . ) , ( . . .  :yj: ... ) . . . . .  (... :Zk: . . . ) )=  (.. .  :xiYj ... Zk: . . . ) .  (7) 
The mapping ~P is injective [19, p. 13]. 
Lemma 11. Let Ai be a subvariety of P"' for 1 ~ i <~ m. Then tP(A1 x ... x Am) is 
a subvariety of pN. 
Proof. See [19, p. 13]. [] 
Remark.  We identify the Cartesian product of projective varieties with its 5 u image. 
Thus the Cartesian product of finitely many projective varieties is a projective variety. 
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If X is a topological space and A is a subset of X then .4 denotes the closure 
of A. 
Definition 12 (Finite CW-complex, [23]). A Hausdorff space X is called a finite 
CW-complex if X has a partition X = ~ ei into disjoint subsets {e~}~ ~ satisfying 
the following conditions: 
• The index set I is finite. 
• Each e~ is homeomorphic toan open ball in some vector space R ~. (In this article we 
will view a complex field C as a two-dimensional vector space over R, topologi- 
cally.) 
• I f  x e ~ - e~, then there is some ej of lower dimension such that x e ej. 
We call the subsets ei's cells. In this paper, we consider only finite CW-complexes, o 
whenever we say a CW-complex, we mean a finite CW-complex. 
Definition 13 (Complex Manifold, [15]). Let X be a Hausdorff space. The space X is 
a complex manifold of dimension n if there is an index set I and a set of pairs 
{(Ui, ~b~)] i ~ I} called a local coordinate system, such that 
• Each Ui is an open subset of X and X = U~I  U~. 
• Each c~: U~ ~ (~i(Ui)c C ~ is a homeomorphism from U~ onto an open subset 
~(U3 of C ~. 
• Let ~bg.j := ~bs o ~b/- 1. Then ~b~.s i a biholomorphic (the mapping and its inverse are 
both holomorphic) homeomorphism from ~i(Ui~ Us) onto ~bs(UinU~). 
Example 14 (Projective space as complex manifold). The projective space P" is a com- 
plex manifold with the standard affine open sets as a local coordinate system. 
Def in i t ion  15 (Analytic subvariety of a complex manifold). Let X be a complex 
manifold. An analytic subvariety of X is a subset Z given locally as the zero locus of 
a finite number of holomorphic functions. Thus if x e Z there exists an open set Ui in 
the 1 ocal coordinate system Definition (13) such that (1) x ~ Ui and (2) there exist 
holomorphic functions fl, ... ,fr defined on Ui such that Zn Ui is the set of common 
zeros off1 . . . .  ,f~. 
Def in i t ion  16 (Holomorphic map of complex manifold). Let M and M' be complex 
manifolds with local coordinate systems {(U,, ~b/)} and {(U~, ~b~)} respectively. A map 
: M ~ M' is a holomorphic map of complex manifold if 
SJ 0 ~ 0($ ;  1 ]$,(UI~ l(Uj))): ~I(UIf~-I(Utj)) ---* ~II(~(UI)fhU~ ) 
is holomorphic for all I and J. 
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Definition 17 (Jacobian matrix). Let D c C" and D' c C" be connected open sets 
(called domains). Let • : D ~ D' be a holomorphic map. The matrix 
Jc('/'(z)):=\ ~zj /~<.~<..,~<.j<.m 
is called the complex Jacobian matrix o f f  
Definition 18 {Embedding of complex manifold). Let M and M' be complex manifolds 
with dim M ~< dim M'. Let ~b :M ~ M' be a holomorphic map of complex manifold. 
The map • is called an embedding of M into M' if • is injective and full ranked, i.e., 
rank Jc(~) (x) = dim M for all x eM.  (8) 
Example 19. The map 7J: [ I~1 P"' ~pN defined in (7) is an embedding of complex 
manifolds. 
Proposition 20 (Embedding theorem). Let X and Y be two complex manifolds. I f  X is 
compact and 0 : X ~ Y is an embedding then O(X) is a complex analytic subvariety 
o f r .  
Proof. See Appendix D. [] 
Theorem 21 (Chow's Theorem). I f  X ~_ P" is an analytic subvariety then X is a projec- 
tive subvariety [17, p. 8]. 
Corollary 22 (Embedding theorem for projective space). Let X be a complex manifold. 
I f  X is compact and 0 : X -~ P" is an embedding, then dp(X) is a projective subvariety of P n. 
Proof. Apply Chow's Theorem and the embedding theorem. [] 
Convention 23. In the context of Corollary 22 we agree to transport the structure of 
projective variety from 0 (X) to X itself. In this sense X is a projective variety. 
This completes our preliminaries on affine varieties and projective varieties. Now 
we give some definitions which will allow us to state the main theorems. Let 
G = GL,, (C) be the general linear group over the complex numbers. Let B =Bm be 
the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Let M be the set of all m x n complex 
matrices of rank m. Thus m ~<n. Note that G, and hence B, acts on M by left 
multiplication. 
Definition 24. Let I(m, n) be the set of all injective mappings from [m] = {1, ... ,m} 
into I-n] = {1 . . . .  ,n}. Let 
J (m,n) = {tr~I(m,n)lcr(i ) < a(i + 1), 1 <<.i<~m - 1}. 
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Remark. We identify the mapping a e I(m, n) with the m x n matrix '~im__l Ei,~(0. Thus 
we identify I(m, n) with Rmo and we can talk about the rows and columns of a e l (m,  n). 
Definition 25. Let I = {i, . . . . .  ik} ~-- [m] and J = {j, . . . .  ,Jk} ~-- In] with k = III : IJI, 
il < ... < ik andj i  < .-- <jk. For a eM,  let subf . ja  denote the submatrix of a with 
row indices in I and column indices in J. (Note that when we change the order of row 
or column indices, the determinant of a submatrix may change its sign. If there is no 
special remark, in dealing with submatrices or determinants, we regard the subsets 
I and J as ordered set throughout his paper. For  the same reason, if in certain 
situation the only useful information is whether a determinant is zero, we may ignore 
the order of the subindices.) Let 
al,s = det(subi,s a) 
be the corresponding minor. 
Thus, for a eM and o e I (m,  n), a[m].a~iml)is the minor of a with row indices 
1,2 . . . . .  m and column indices o(1), a(2) . . . . .  tr(m). 
Definition 26. For  each 6 e I(m, n), there is a unique element a* e J (m, n) which can be 
obtained by rearranging the rows of a. Let 
)~(a) = (21 . . . .  ,2,,) = (n -- a*(1) + 1, ... ,n - ~r*(m) + 1). (9) 
Note that n - a*(1) + 1 >>, ... >~ n - a*(m) + 1 > 0. We call 2(a) the partit ion of a. 
For a e l (m,  n), let 
J (a) = {a(i)l 1 <~i<<.m}. 
Let 2 be a partit ion and let Fa be its right justified Ferrers board. 
(1o) 
Definition 27. Let 
Ma = {a = (a i j )eMla i , j  = O, i f ( i , j )¢F~}. 
The space M~ is a subset of the affine space M. We give it the subspace topology. 
Since B M~ _c M~, we may consider the geometry in the quotient space B\Ma.  We 
give the quotient space B\M~ the quotient topology. We will prove that B\M is 
a complex manifold and a projective variety. To state our main results we construct 
a transversal for the B-orbits on M. We construct a transversal for B\M of the form 
Uo~1~m, .~ Y(a) where the sets Y(a) are defined as follows: Let 
K(a) = K l (a)wK2(a)  
where 
KI(o)  = {(i,j)l jCY(o) and a(i) < j} ,  
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Note that cr is an injective map. The inverse or-~ is only defined on J(tr). Define 
Y(a) = cr + ~ CEi , j .  (14) 
(i,j) ~K(a) 
Remark 28. Here is a pictorial explanation for his key definition. Think of a as 
a placement of m rooks on an m × n board. Then the rooks are at positions (i, a(i)) for 
1 ,%< i ~< m. In particular, if(/,j) ~ K(a) then no rook is in the position (i,j). The pictorial 
description of KI(cr) is as follows. For each fixed (i , j)~Kl(a) there is no rook in the 
column j and there is a rook in the ith row to the left of the jth column. The pictorial 
description of K2(o" ) is as follows. For (i,j) c Kz(a) there is a rook in column j above 
the position (i,j) and there is a rook in the ith row to the left of position (i,j). 
For example, if 
then 
Remark. We write ai,i rather than aij because we think of an entry of a matrix as 
a 1 by 1 minor. Minors of size 2 will be written in the form %,kt and so forth. 
Lemma 29. Y(a) is an affine space of dimension l(a) = IK(a)lwhere l(a) is the length 
function defined in Definition 2.1. 
Proof. Clearly dim Y(a) = IK(a)l. Thus we must prove IK(a)l = l(a). By the local 
formula for the length function in Proposition 2, the contribution of the ith rook to 
the length function equals the sum of the number of zero columns to the right of the 
rook and the number of rooks to the northeast of the rook (since the number of rooks 
equals the number of rows, there are no zero rows above the rook). From the pictorial 
description after the definition of the set K(a), we see that a pair (i,j) belongs to K(a) if 
and only if either thejth column is a zero column or the rook in thejth column is to 
the northeast of the ith rook. Thus, I(a) = IK(a)l and hence Y(a) is an affine space of 
dimension l(al. [] 
The following are the main results of this paper. We will prove them in the next 
several sections. 
Theorem 30. There exists a projective space pN and an embedding 6) : B \M ~ pS of 
complex manifolds uch that 6)(B\ M) is a projective variety and 6)(B\ M~) is a sub- 
variety. 
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Thus B\Mz  has the structure of a projective variety. We call B\Mz  a partition 
variety. For 1 ~< k ~< m let Mk,, be the set of k by n matrices. Let 
mk ,n = { a E Mk, n I ranka = k} (15) 
Define a map pk:Mk, ,  by 
pk(a) = ak (16) 
where ak is the submatrix of a consisting of its last k rows. For a e l (m,  n) define 
X(a) = { Byl y e Y(a)} _ B\  M.  (17) 
The space X(tr) has the subspace topology from B\M and Y(a) has the subspace 
topology from M. There is a natural homeomorphism form X(a) onto Y(a) defined by 
y ~ By. Let trk= Pk(a) denote the submatrix consisting of the last k rows in tr. Write 
cr* = (ak)* e J(k, n). By analogy with Definition 26 we define 2(ak) to be the partition 
{n-  a*(1) + 1, n - tr*(2) + 1, ... ,n - a*(k) + 1}. 
If k = m then ak = a. This agrees with Definition 26. 
Proposition 31. (a) There is a one-to-one correspondence F between the set cg = 
{X(a)] ~ e l (m,  n)} and the set of sequences of Verrers boards M = {V ~') c ... c F t")} 
where F (k) is a Ferrets board ofk  rows which is obtained by deleting one row from F tk + 1) 
for 1 ~ k <~ m - 1. The correspondence F is defined by 
r (x  (a)) = ( Fx(.~) . . . . .  Fz(,.)), 
(b) Let a ¢I(rn, n). Then X(a) ~_ X(a') if and only if Fzt,~)) ~_ Fz¢~;)for 1 <~ i <~ m. 
For example, let 
o '= 0 
Then, 
and 
and a' = 
0 
(**:) F~. ; )=(*  * *), F~)= * . 
Thus, by Proposition 31, we know that X(a) ~_ X(a'). 
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Theorem 32. (a) X(a) ~ X(a') if and only if X(P(a)) ~_ X(P(#)).  
(b) X (P(a)) ~ X (P(cr')) if and only if P(a) ~ P(a') where P(z) is the invisible permuta- 
tion of z ~ I (m, n) and the order' <~ ' is the Bruhat order of the symmetric 9roup IV,, i.e., if 
we write P(a') as a reduced word in terms of the distinguished transpositions 
{(i, i + fsi=l, then P(a) can be written as a subword of P(a') 
Theorem 33. The partition variety B\M~ is a CW-complex which has a cellular 
decomposition 
B \Mx= I ~R~X(a) .  (18) 
The Poincar~ polynomial for cohomology of the partition variety B \Ma with real 
coefficients is 
Poin(B\Mx,  q):= ~dimH~(B\Mx, R)q~ 
= RLm(2, q2). (19) 
If m = n and 2 = (n') then M = G. In this case (18) is the cellular decomposit ion 
B\M = U B \BaB (20) 
a~W~ 
of the flag manifold B\G into Bruhat cells [19, p. 173] and (19) gives the Poincar~ 
polynomial  
n 1 
Po in(B \G,  q) = l 7 ] (1 + q2 + ... + q21) (21) 
i= l  
of the flag manifold B \  G. 
For example, let 2 = (3, 2), n = 3 and r = m = 2. Then there are four rook place- 
ments: 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
Then RL2((3, 2), q) = 1 + 2q + q2. Therefore, Poin(B2\Ml3,2),q) = 1 + 2q 2 + q4. 
3. The complex manifold B \ M 
In this section we prove that B\M is a complex manifold. To begin we construct an 
open cover of M. If a e I(m, n), let 
L(a) = {( i , j ) l j6 J (a)}w{( i , j ) l j~ J (a)  and i > a - l ( j )} .  (22) 
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(Although the shape of the formula for L(a) is very much like the formula for K(a) 
there is no connection between them!) Define 
~/¢/'(a)={tr+ ~ a,jE~ila,j ~C }. (23) 
(i,jEL(a) 
Thus, if a has no entry 1 in column j, the entries ai. j in this column are arbitrary in C; if 
a has an entry 1 in columnj then the entries a~,j below the 1 are arbitrary in C. We call 
the entries ai,j with (i,j)6L(tT) the free entries of ~(cr). Note that ~f'(a) is an affine 
space of dimension 
m(m-  1) 
dim ~(cr) = m(n - m) -~ (24) 
2 
We will show in Corollary 40 that {B~/r(a) I ~I(m, n)} is an open cover of M. Since the 
notation in the definition of L(~) is a bit complicated, we begin with an example. 
Example 34. If m = 2 and n = 3 the elements a e I(2, 3) and the corresponding sets 
~V(a) are given as Table 1. Here the ai,j ~ C are arbitrary. Therefore, we get an open 
cover {B~Cr(a) ltr eI(2, 3)} of M. 
Let [i,j] = {i, i + 1, ... ,j} for integers i<<.j. In particular, if i = 1, [1, j ]  = [ j ]  in 
our earlier notation. Let 
qli(a) = {a eM[ati.ml.,¢ti.ml) ~ 0}, 
~'(a) = (~ ~i(a). 
i= i  









(0, 0o ;) 
(~o;) 
1 0 at.3) 
a2.1 1 a2, 3 (1 o,~ 0) 
O2,1 02,2 ¢, ,o )  
O2,1 a2,2 
(01 1 al ,3)  
02,2 a2,3 
(01 ~,~ ,) 
a2,2 02,3 (o,, o 1) 
O2,1 1 02, 3 
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Lemma 35. For a6 I (m,n) ,  a6M and beB,  
(ba)[m-k+ 1 ,m],a([n-k + 1,n] )  : b[m-k+ 1 ,m],[m-k+ 1,m]a[m k+ 1,m],a([n-k+ 1,n] )  • 
Proof. Since all the matrices in B are upper triangular, the equality is obvious. [] 
Recall that each a~M has rank m. Thus, we can find m distinct integers 
1 <.ji,j2, ... ,jm <~ n such that the columns Jl . . . . .  j,, of a are linearly independent. 
Lemma 36. (a) Let a ~ M. Choose a set J = {Jl, .-- ,Jm} ofm distinct integers uch that 
the columns jx . . . . .  Jm of a are linearly independent. Then, there is some a ~ I (m, n) such 
that a 6qi(a) and if we view J(a) as an unordered set, then J(a) = J. 
(b) Let a ~ I (m, n). I fa  ~ ~//(a) then there is a unique b ~ B such that ba ~tCF(a). Write 
this b as b(a, a). 
Proof. Note that left multiplication by elements of B allows us to do elementary row 
operations 'from bottom to top'. The following construction will be used a few times, 
so we give it a name. 
Construction OP: Start with a matrix a ~ M. Construct a sequence a (°), a (a) . . . . .  a (m). 
Let a ~°) = a. If a ~*) has been constructed, choose a ~*+ 1~ as follows. Since .(k) "[ml.J ~ 0, 
there is a non-zero entry a(~)_k,;. ~ with jm-k ~ In] -- {Jm,Jm- 1 . . . . .  J,,-k+ a }" Divide 
the (m - k)th row by a(km)-k,~.. Pivot at (m -- k, jm- , )  to eliminate all the entries 
above. Let a (*+ 1) be the output. End of Construction OP. 
Note by the construction that there exists b e B such that a (m)= ba. Since the 
nonzero entries used in the construction are not in general unique, the sequence 
Jx . . . . .  jm and the output a ~"~ of the construction are not in general uniquely deter- 
mined by a. However if the construction can be done with a preassigned sequence 
Jl . . . . .  j., then both b and a ~") are uniquely determined by a. Let Jl . . . . .  jm be one 
sequence of column indices obtained in this way. Define a(k) = jk, for 1 ~< k ~< m. Then, 
a ~ l(m, n) and the resulting matrix a tin) lies in ~¢r(a). Thus a E Ba  (m) ~_ B~W(a) = ~(a). 
Thus (a) is proved. 
Next, suppose a e l (m,  n) is fixed and a ~ d//(a). Then the columns a(1) . . . . .  a(m) of 
a are linearly independent. By the definition of 8/(a), for k = m, m - 1, . . . ,  2, 1, we can 
chose that jk = a(k) in Construction OP. By the definition of ~¢/'(a) to make sure that 
ba ~ ¢¢/'(a), we have to choose jk = a(k) for 1 ~< k ~< m. Thus, by our earlier remark on 
uniqueness, there is a unique b ~ B such that ba ~ ~¢~(a). [] 
Definition 37. Let u~ :q / (a )~ ~qF(a) be the map defined by u~(a) = b(a, a)a. 
Remark 38. Since ~¢'(a) ~_ ~(a), the map u, is surjective. 
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Corollary 39. °k'(a) = B~C(a),for all a ~I(m, n). 
Proof. By the definition of ~W(a), we know that ati.ml,,tti,,,l)= __+ 1 50 ,  for 
l<~i<~m and a~lC(a) .  So "W(a)~l (a ) .  By Lemma 35 (ba)ti,,.l,,(ti,,,l)= 
bti,ml,ti,,, 1ati,,,l,,tti,.,j) ~ 0 so ba ~ql(a). Hence B"W(a) c_ ql(a). On the other hand,  if 
a ~q/(a), let jk = a(k), for 1 ~< k ~< m. The conclusion (b) in Lemma 36 tells us that 
a ~B~lC(a). Therefore, ql(a) = B~/C(~r). [] 
Corollary 40. Each ql(a) is open and 
M= U 
a~l(m,n) 
Proof. For  each a ~ M, by Lemma 36, there is some a e l (m,  n) such that a e q/(a). So, 
M _ U, ~/(,.,,)q/(a). The reverse inclusion is clear. Since ~//(a) is defined as the set of 
solutions of the system of polynomial  inequalities 
det(sub/,,-k+ ~.... . .  },{a(m-k +a) ...... (,,)} a) # O, (27) 
for 1 ~< k ~< m, each q/(a) is an open set. [] 
Remark on subindiees. In the rest of this section, we will consider equalities involving 
minors of a matrix. The order of subindices become crutial. When the subindices are 
given by a set, we mean an ordered set. In particular, let I be an ordered set 
I = {il . . . . .  ik} , then { j}wI  means the ordered set {j, ix, ... ,ik}. Similarly, [ j ,k ]  
means the ordered set {j , j  + 1 . . . . .  k} and a([j,  k]) means the ordered set {a(j), 
G(j + 1) . . . .  , a(k)}. 
Lemma 41. Let a be an m by n matrix of arbitrary rank. Let I c [m], J ~_ In] and 
I I I  = I J I  = k. Let i, p e [m] - I with i ~ p, and j, q ~ [n] - J with j ~ q. Then 
at,s a{i,p}vI,{j,q}u.1 = a{p}wI,{q}uja{i}ux,{j}u] 
-- a{i}ul, {q}wJ a{,},~t, {j},~s. (28) 
This is the well-known Jacobi's identity. For  completeness, we give a proof  (which is 
suggested by a referee, we thank him for it). 
Proof. Let I = {il . . . .  , ik} and J = {jl, ... ,Jk}. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that i < p < il < ..- < ik and j < q < J l  < ' "  <JR since other cases can be trans- 
formed into this case by row or column transpositions. Since both sides of the identity 
are polynomials of entries of the matrix a, it is enough to prove the case that aLj  # 0. 
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In such a case, let c be a matrix 
01 0 / 1 02 
C = C .'k 
Ok,2  
where c' = (sub1,sa)- 1 and Ox,. denotes the 2 by/~ zero matrix. Replace a by ca, both 
sides of the identity change by a factor (det c') 2. Thus we may replace a by ca and 
assume aLs  = identity. Thus we need only show 
arj,p}wl,{j,q}w J : a{p}wl,{q}wja{i]wl,{j}w J 
-- a{i}wl, (q}~J a{p}ul,{j}wJ. 
This can be verified by calculation as follows: let 
sub{i, pbA,  {j.q}wJ a = 
"'"  ~/k 
7 6 vl .-" 
x1 Yl 1 ... 
Xk Yk 0 "'" 
Pivot at (I + 2, l + 2) to eliminate the (1, I + 2) entry and (2, I + 2) entry for 1 ~< l <~ k. 
Then the matrix is transformed to 
k k 
- Z t= l utx~ ~ - 0 . . .0  Z t= 1 utyl 
E~= 1 I)lXl 6 k - -  - -  ~ . l=  l V ly l  0 "'" 0 
x l  Y l  1 ... 0 
:~k Yk 0. . .  1 
(29) 
Thus 
On the other hand, matrix (29) gives 
k 
a'~i,p}wl,lj,q} UJ ~ ~ -- E UlX l ,  
l= l  
k 
a'Jl~l,{qluJ = fl --  E ulY l, 
i=1 
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k 
a{p}ul,{J} ud = ~ -- Z vlxl, 
1=1 
k 
a{p}ul,{q}u J : t~ -- 2 Vly l" 
l=l 
This proves the Jacobi's identity. [] 
Recall that for a fixed a the sequence a = a (°), a (~) . . . .  , a (m) in Construction OP is 
uniquely determined by a. 
Lemma 42. Fix a and preassign jx . . . . .  jm such that a(k) = jk for 1 <~ k <~ m. Then the 
matrix a (~-k) obtained in Construction OP is 
Ck{ ~ a{i}~(tk+l,,.l),{j}~({k+Lm])Eij 
\l<~j<~n 
+ \ v,2., atl, m] ,{ j} ua ([k + 1. m]) Ei~[ (30) 
k+ l <~i<~m 
l<<.j<<.n 
where 
Ck = diag(1/atk,m l,,(tk,.j), "", 1/atk,-l,.ttk, mj),l . . . . .  1). 
m-k 
Proof. Use induction on m - k. If m - k = 1, then the first step of Construction OP 
implies that all the entries in the tr(m)th column are zero except the last entry, which is 
1. By the elimination procedure, the (i,j) entry of a ") is a~,j-  ai,.(.)a,.,J 
am,~(m) = a{i,,.},~j,~(,.)}/am,~(m), for j ~ a(m). So the lemma is true for m-  k = 1. 
Assume the lemma is true for any positive integer less than m-  k. By induction 
hypothesis, 
y 
a(m-k -1)  = Ck+l  l~<i~<k+l  
l<~j<~n 
a{i}u[k + 2, m], ( j}t~a([k + 2, m]) Eij 
where 
+ k+2~i<<.raZ ati, ml,{J}u~(tk+2,m])EiJ) (31) 
l ~j<<.n 
Ck+ 1 = diag(1/atk+ 1,m],a([k+ 1,m]), " ' "  , 1~ark+ 1,ml,~(tk+ 1,m]),l . . . . .  1). 
ra--k-1 
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By the elimination procedure, the (i,j) entry of a (m-k)  is 
1 ( 
/a(i}u[k + 1, m], { j} ua ([k + 1, m]) 
aIk, m].a([k,m]) \ 
a{i}u[k+ 1,ml,a([k, ml) a[k,ml,{j}~a(Ik + 1,rn])) 
a[k, rnl, ~ ([k, m]) 
By the previous lemma, we know this is 
a (i} u Ik, m], (jb.,a ([k, m])/a [k. m], a([k, m]). 




u~,(a) = a + ~ ati,ml,(~}u,,tti+ 1,m])Ei~. (34) 
(i,j) ~L(a) a[i,m], a([i, ra]) 
Proof. By the definition of L(a) , ( i , j )~L(a) i f  and only if either jCJ(a) or j 6 J (a )  
and i>a- l ( j ) .  Note that if j e J (a )  and i<a- l ( j ) ,  then j ea ( [ i+  1, m]). Thus 
av,,,],~j~(v-~ 1,m]) = 0 Moreover if j = a(i), then ati,m],~i~(ti+ 1,,~])/ati,ml,~(ti, m]) = 1. 
Take k = 0 in (30). Then the first term of(30) does not exist and the second term of(30) 
is exactly the formula in this corollary. [] 
Example 44. Let m = 2. If 
(00 0 
a= 1 ' 
then 
a = a1.1 al,2 
a2, 1 a2, 2 
\[a12'121 O  a ,  3t
uo(a) = b(a, a) a = la2,  
\a2 ,2  a2,2 
Proposition 45. If a el(m, n), then V(a) := B\ql(a) is homeomorphic to #~(a). 
Proof. It follows from formula (34) that 
u,(ba) = a + ~ bti,,.l,ti, mlati, ml,(~,(ti+ 1,ml) E~j = u~(a). 
(i.j) eL(a) b[i,m],[i,m]a[i,m],a([i,m]) 
(35) 
Thus we may define vo : V(a) ~ qCr(tr) by v,,(Ba) = uo(a). We will show that vo is the 
desired homeomorphism. Let n : q/(a) ~ V(a) be the projection defined by n : a ~ Ba. 
Clearly, n is an onto map. Since B\M has the quotient opology, a subset of V(a) is 
open in V(a) if and only if its pre-image under n is open in q/(tr). Thus we have 
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a commulative diagram 
Ua 
~u(cr) ~- ~r(~) 
By Remark 38 the map u, is surjective, so #~(a) = {u,(a)la s q/(tr)}. To prove that v, is 
a homeomorphism wemust show (a) v, is continuous, (b) v~ is bijective, and (c) v~- 1 is 
continuous. 
(a) Since V(a) has the quotient opology, to show that v, is continuous we need 
only show that u, is continuous. But u, is obviously continuous because ach entry of 
u, is a rational function of the entries of a with nonzero denominators. 
(b) Since u, is onto, so is v,. To show that v, is one to one, assume v,(Ba) = v,,(Ba') 
for some a, a' E M. Then, by Definition 37 we have 
b(a, a)a = u,(a) = v,,(Ba) = v,,(Ba') = u,(a') = b(a, a')a'. 
Thus Ba' = Ba. 
(c) v~ -x is clearly continuous ince the topology on #"(a) is the subspace topol- 
ogy. [] 
Proposition 46. Let a ,a '~ I (m,n) .  I f  V (a )nV(a ' )#O,  then v, ,ov~X:v, (V(tr )n 
V(a')) ~ v,,(V (tr)~ V(tr')) is a biholomorphic map. 
Proof. Note that ~(a)  _ q/(a). If a ~ v , (V(a)n  V(a')) then a ~ q/(a)nq/(a'). Therefore 
(v , ,ov~l) (a)=u, , (a) .  Thus, by the formula (34) for u,,(a), v , ,ov~l :v , (V (a )n  
V(a')) ~ v,,(V(a)c~ V(a')) is a holomorphic map. The same argument applies to the 
opposite direction. So v,, o v~ ~ is biholomorphic. [] 
From Corollary 40, Proposition 45 and 46 we have 
Theorem 47. B\M is a complex manifold with {(V(tr), v,)[a e I(m, n)} as a local coordi- 
nate system. 
This dimension of B\M is equal to the dimension of the each of the affine spaces 
~/¢r(tr). It follows from (24) that 
dim B\M = m(n - m) + - -  
m(m-  1) 
4. Embedding of B\M into I-[~= ~ P(~)- 
In this section we prove the following special case of Theorem 30 in which 2 = (n m) 
and thus B\Mx = B \M.  
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Theorem 48. There exist a projective space pN and an embedding O:B \M ~ pN of 
complex manifolds such that @(B\M)  is a projective subvariety of P n. 
The same embedding O will be used in the proof of Theorem 30 in the next section. 
We will prove Theorem 48 by showing (1) that there is an embedding 
~b:B\M~P c°-1 x ... xP  c)-1 
of complex manifolds and (2) that B \  M is compact. It follows from Corol lary 22 that 
cb(B\M) is a projective subvariety of 
p{v-1 × ... ×p{7.)-1 
Let N = 1-li~l (7) -- 1 and let 
It1: p ( ] ) -  1 x . . .  x P(~")- 1 _..} pN (36) 
be the mapping defined in (7) with ni = (7) - 1 for 1 ~< i ~< m. Then O = 7' o cb is the 
desired embedding. 
Recall that for a positive integer s, a point p ~ps  is written as p --(Po: ... :Ps). If 
s = (~,) - 1 we agree to index the components of p by k-subsets J of [n] listed in 
lexicographic order. Thus a point o fP  {~)- 1 has the form p = (.. .  :Ps: ... ). Recall from 
(15) and (16) that we have map pk:M---} MR,, where pk(a) = ak is the matrix which 
consists of the last k rows of a. Define 
by 
q~k :M~,. ~ P~Z)- 1 (37) 
~bk(x) = (... :Xtk3,j: . . .)  for x ~M~,.  
where xikl,s is the k by k minor of x corresponding to J ~ [n]. We write 
((ak(X))s = Xtkl,.1 for x ~ M~,. (38) 
Define a map ~b :M ~ lq~'= 1 pC:)- 1 by 
~b(a) = (01(al): ... :q~,,(a,,)) for aeM (39) 
where ak eM~. .  consists of the last k rows of a. 
Proposition 49. (a(ba) = 49(a), for all b e B. 
Proof. Since the matrices in B are upper triangular, for any k subset of In] and b e B, 
(C~k((b a)k)).1 = (b a) t,,,_ k + 1, ml, J
= bp,,_k+ 1.m],[m-k + 1 ,m] a im-k+ 1,ra],J 
= b [m - k + 1, m], [m - k + 1, m] ((ak((a)k))S. 
Thus 49(ba) = q~(a), for all b e B. [] 
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It follows from Proposit ion 49 that we can define a map ~ : BkM ~ Iqi= p( , " ) - i  by 
• (Ba) := ~b(a). (40) 
Proposition 50. The mapping qb defined by (40) is an embedding of complex manifolds. 
Proof. By Definition 18, we need to show that q~ is a holomorphic map of complex 
manifold, • is full ranked and • is injective. The holomorphic part is obvious as the 
components of each ~bi are polynomials in the entries of the matrix a. We prove that 
is injective and full ranked. First we show that the restriction of • to V(a) is injective 
for each a el(m, n) and then, as a byproduct, we prove that • is full ranked. In 
Proposit ion 45, we proved that v~" V(a) -o ~(a)  is a homeomorphism. Thus it will 
suffice to show that q~ o v~- 1 : qC(a) -o ptT)- 1 x ... x pt:0-1 is injective. For every 
j e l-n] - a([m - k + 2, m]). If a e qg'(a) then, from (40) and (39), the component of 
~bk(ak) with set of column indices equal to { j}uo( [m - k + 2, m]) is __+ a,,-k+ X,i, i.e., 
(~)k(ak)){j}uo([m-k+ 2,m]) : + am-k+ 1,j (41) 
wherejCa([m - k + 2, m]). If (i,j) eL(a), choose k so that i = m - k + 1. Thus ai,i is 
determined by dpk(ak) and hence by ¢P(Ba). Thus the restriction of • to V(a) is injective. 
Let c = dim ~C(a). Note that the equality in (41) implies that every free entry (or its 
negative multiple) of the matrices in ~(a)  is a component of some ~bk. Thus at every 
a e ~/C(a), the Jacobian of tp is of rank c. So ~b is full ranked. By the definition of • in 
(40) we know that • is full ranked. 
To illustrate the idea here we give an example. Suppose 
1 0 
a= 0 1 
0 0 






1 0 0 al,4 
a2,1 1 0 a2. 4 
a3. 1 a3. 2 1 a3. 4 
• (Ba) = (4'1(al), ~2(az), ~3(as)) 
where 
~l(al)  = (a3,1 :a3,z:a3,3 = 1 :a3,4), 
~b2(a2) = (a23 .12 :a23 .13  = a2.1 :a23 .14 :a23 .23  = 1 :a23 .24 :a23 .34  = - -  a2,4), 
~b3(a3) = (a123,123 = 1 :a123,124:a123,134:a123,234 = a1.4) .  
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Since 
L(a) = {(1, 4), (2, 1), (2,4), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 4)} 
the preceding equations how that cb(Ba) determines a. Thus the restriction of q~ to 
V(a) is injective. 
Next we show that ~b is injective. Suppose a, a' eM and ~(Ba) = ~(Ba') and a ~ a'. 
We want to show that Ba = Ba'. If there exists some z el(m, n) such that a, a' e q/(~), 
then we are done since the restriction of q~ to V(z) is injective. So assume that a' e q/(a). 
Then from the definition of q/(a), there must be some i such that ali,m],a([i,m]) = 0. On 
the other hand, at~,ml,~ti,ml) ~ O. This shows that ~bi(a~) # qSi(a'i), and this is a contra- 
diction. [] 
Example 51. Let a = E l2  q- E23 -I- E31. Then 
0 1 0 
u,(a)= 0 a2,2 1 
1 a3, 2 a3,3 
Since a({3})= {1}, we have 
{3, 1}, we have 
~b2(a2) = ((qb2){,,2} :(q52){,.4} :(~b2)(1,5/: ... ) 
= (az.2 :a2,4:a2.5 :... ). 
Since a({1, 2, 3}) = {2, 3, 1}, we have 
q~3(aa) = ((~b3)(,,3,,}:(q~3){1,3,5~ : ... )
= (al,4:ax,5: . . . ) .  
So all the entries ai,j in u,(a) are listed in ~(Ba). 
a l ,4  a l ,5  
~/2,4 a2,5 
a3,4 a3,5 
(01(al) = (l:aa,2:aa,3:aa.4:a3,5). Since o'({2,3}) = 
Proof. Here and in the rest of this article we use the standard inner product 
(u ,v ) := ~ui f i  foru,  veC" .  
i=1 
(42) 
Lemma 52. B\M is compact. 
Proposit ion 50 tells us that our mapping ~ is an embedding of B\M into 
p~) -  1 × ... × pc ;)- 1. Let N = 1-I ~'= 1(7) - 1. By Lemma 11 and Example 19 there is an 
embedding P~:)- 1 × .-. × pc")- 1 ~ pN. The composite of these two embeddings gives 
us an embedding of B \M into pN. Thus, in view of Corollary 22, to complete the proof 
of Theorem 48 it suffices to show that B\M is compact. 
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and define 
I lull 2 = <u,u>.  
Let 
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A := {a e M I the row vectors of a are orthonormal}. 
Then, for each a e A, 
L ai,kaj,"-~k = 6i, j .  
k=l  
(43) 
Thus, A is a compact  subset of M. If a e M let ?(a) e A be the matrix produced by the 
Gram-Schmidt  process. By the formulas in the Gram-Schmidt  process, 7(a)eBa.  
Thus Ba = B(a). If follows that the restriction rCIA : A ~ B\M is surjective. Thus B\M 
is compact. [] 
This completes the proof  of Theorem 48. 
5. Partition variety B\M~ and its cellular decomposition 
So far, we have proved that B\M is a complex manifold and a projective variety. 
Let 2 = (21, . . . ,  Zm) be a partit ion with 21 = n. Recall that 
Mz := {a eMla  u = 0 if (i,j)q~F~} 
in Definition 27. Note that for r = m, M~ is nonempty if and only if 2i/> m - i + 1 for 
1 ~< i ~< m. We assume this condition throughout. The purpose of this section is to 
show 
(1) B\Mz  is a projective variety. 
(2) B\M~ has a cellular decomposit ion. 
First we show that B\M~ is a projective variety. 
Lemma 53. BMa ~_ M~. 
Proof. If a eMz  and b ~B, then ai.j = 0 if (i,j)q~Fz. Thus, (ba)i,~ = ~,k~=i b ,kakd. In 
particular, if(i,j)~Fz, then ak,j = 0 for all k t> i. Hence, (ba)i,j = ~=i  bik ak,j = 0. Thus 
ba ~Ma. [] 
Proof of Theorem 30. Choose any a e I(m, n) and fix it temporari ly. By (41) every free 
entry of a s ~¢/~(a) is a component  of some ~bk. Thus the equations 
ai.j = 0 for (i,j)(EF~ 
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give a set of homogeneous equations in ~(V(a)) ~ q~(B\M). These homogeneous 
equations define the image ~(V(a)n(B \Mx) )~ (B\Mz)  as a subvariety of the 
projective variety q)(B \ M). Recall that we have the embedding 7J: I-I ~'=~ P(")-~ ~ p N 
defined as in (36) where N = I]~"_-~ (7) - 1. Thus (7 ~o ~) (B \Mz)  is an analytic sub- 
variety o fP  N. By Chow's Theorem 21 (7/o q)) (BkM~) is a projective subvariety o fP  N. 
Let O := ~ o q). We get the conclusion of our theorem• [] 
Next we show that the partition variety B\M~ has a cellular decomposition. Recall 
from Lemma 29 that each Y(a) is an affine space of dimension l(a). If 1 ~< s ~< n, we list 
all the s-subsets of In] lexicographically. If J~ and Jz are two s-subsets of In] and J1 
precedes J2 in the lexicographic order then we write J~ -< J z. Recall that for a e I (m, n), 
ak denotes the submatrix consisting of the last k rows of ~ for 1 ~< k ~< m. To illustrate 
the idea of the next lemma we give an example first. 
Example 54. Let m = 2 and n = 4. Let 
(OoO Oo) 
a= 1 0 " 
J (a , )= 2 and J(a2) = J(a) = {2, 3}. Then KCa) = {(1,4),(2,3),(2,4)} and 
Y(a) = a + CE1,4 + CE2,3 + CEz.4. Take aEY(a).  Then a is of the form 
a = 1 a2,  3 a2 ,  
Thus the 1 × 1 minors in the last row of a are a2, 1 = 0,  a2 ,  2 = 1, a2,3, and a2, 4. The 
2x2  minors in the last 2 rows are al2,12 = 0, a12,13 = 0, a12,14 = 0, a12.23 = - 1, 
a12,24 = -a t .4 ,  a12.34 = a2,4 -a~,4a2,3.  Clearly in the lexicographic order of the 
2-subsets of column indices in [4], at2,zl,s(,,) = a2, 2 = 1 is the first nonzero 1 by 
1 minor. Similarly in the lexicographic order of the 2-subsets of column indices in [4], 
at~,21,st,~) = a~2,23 = - 1 is the first nonzero 2 by 2 minor. The next lemma shows 
that this is not a coincidence. 
Lemma 55. I f  a ~ Y (a) then a[,,-k + 1,ml,J(~,) = -- 1 and ap,- k + 1,,,l,J = O for any J ~ J 
(ak) in the lexicographic order of k-subsets of In]. 
Remark. In this lemma, we view the sets of indices of the minors as unordered 
(ordinary) sets instead of ordered sets. 
Proof. We use induction on k. If k = 1, then a[m_k+l.m],j(ak)= am,s. = 1 and 
at, , - \+ 1,,,1,s = a,.,j = 0 for j  <jr ,  by the definition of K(a) in (11). Suppose the lemma 
is true for k < t. Then by the definition of Y(a) in (14) and the induction hypothesis 
a[m-t+ l,m],j(a,) = -]- am-t+ l , j~ ~+ a[m_(t_  l)+ l,m],j(a, ~) ~ - ] -1 .  
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Suppose J-<J(at). There exists aj  ~ J - J(at) such that for al l j '  ~ J with j '  < j we have 
j' ~ J(aO. Let J '  = {j' ~ J [J' < J}. Thus the definition of K(a) in (11) implies that aid = 0 
for i~[m - t + 1, m]\a ; - l ( J ' ) .  Therefore, at,,_t+l,,,], J = 0. [] 
Proposition 56 (Cellular decomposit ion of M) 
M= ~ BY(a). 
a ~l(m,n) 
Proof. The right-hand side is clearly included in the left. In our proof  we use the 
following construction.For a ~ M if ai,j # 0, we define: 
Construction (i,j): Pivot at (i,j) to eliminate all the entries above a,,j. Then divide the 
ith row by a~,j. Thus, we get a new matrix a'. End of construction (i,j). 
We will construct, inductively, a sequence of matrices a = a (°), a (1) ,  . . .  , a (m) and 
a sequence (il,ja), ... ,(i,,,j,,) of pairs of integers with 1 ~< ik <~ m and 1 <~jk <~ n such 
that il . . . . .  i., are distinct and Jl < "'" <j, , .  Let a (°) = a. Suppose the first nonzero 
column of a (°) is the j l th  column. Choose ix so that ai,,j, #- 0 and il is maximal with 
this property. Then, do Construct ion (il, j l). Let a (1) be the output matrix. Suppose a (k) 
and (ik,Jk) have been constructed with k < m. Since a (k) has rank m, there exists a pair 
(i,j) such that ai,j # 0 andjk < j ~< n, and i is different from ix . . . . .  ik. Let S be the set of 
all such pairs. Choose ( i , j )eS so that j is minimal. Let Jk+l =J. Now choose 
(i, j k+ l )6S  so that i is maximal. Let ik+X = i. NOW let a (k+l) be the output of 
Construction (ik+ 1,Jk+ 1). This completes the induction. Since il, . . . ,  im are distinct 
and j l  . . . . .  j,, are distinct we may define a e I(m, n) by a(ik) = Jk for 1 ~< k ~< m. If we can 
show that a(")E Y(a) then M = ~)~I(m,.)BY(a).  Clearly the entries at the position 
(k, a(k)) in a (m) are all l 's for 1 ~< k ~< m. By (14) and the pictorial descriptions of K1 (a) 
and K2(a) in Remark 28, we need only show that all the nonzero entries of a (m) which 
are not at the position (k, a(k)) (for 1 ~< k ~< m) are at the position (i,j) which belongs to 
either K l (a)  or K2(a ). The minimality of jr,+ 1 implies that if an entry ~(m) t,ti, j is nonzero 
and a(i) # j thenj  > jk+ 1. Thus there are two posibilities: either (a)jq~J(a) or (b) by the 
choice of ik+l j ~J(a) and i < a-a( j ) .  In case (a) we have (i,j) ~Kl(a) .  In case (b) we 
have (i,j) ~ K2(a). Therefore a(m) ~ Y(a). 
Next we prove that the union in (a) is disjoint. Suppose a # a'. We assume there 
exists some x~BY(a)nBY(a ' )  and arrive at a contradiction. Write x = ba = b'a' 
where b, b' ~B, a ~ Y(a), and h ~ Y(a'). Scan the rows of a and a' from bottom to top, 
and look for the first place where they differ. Recall that ak denotes the matrix which 
consists of the last k rows ofa.  Since a :~ a', there exists some s E [m] such that ak = a'k 
for 1 ~<k < s and as # a's. Thus J (as )# J(a's). We may assume without loss of 
generality that J(as)-<J(a's). Since a ~ Y(a) we may apply the first equation in Lemma 
55 with k = s to conclude that at,,_s+ 1,,,].s(,,) # O. Since b is nonsingular and upper 
triangular, we conclude that Xt,._s+l,ml,S(,,)#0. On the other hand, since 
J(a~)~,J(a's), we may apply the second equation in Lemma 55 with k = s and a' in 
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place of a to conclude that alm-s+l,ml,j(,r,)= 0. Since b is nonsingular and upper 
triangular, we conclude that xt,,_~+l.,,],j~,.~ = 0. This is a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 57 (Cellular decomposition of B\M~) 
B\M  = [[ X(o). 
a~l(m,n) 
(i,a(i))~F~,l <~i~m 
Proof. By the definition of X(tr) in (17), Proposition 56 implies that 
B\M= ~ X(G). 
aEl(m,n) 
Take rrEI(m,n). Suppose (i,a(i))EF,~ for 1 ~i~m.  By the definition of 
Y(a), Y(cr) c Mz. By Lemma 53 this implies that BY(a) ~ Ma. Thus X(cr) = B\Mx. 
On the other hand if for some a' 6 l(m, n), there exists some i such that (i, rr'(i))¢Fx then 
Y(rr')~M~ = 0. Thus X(a')c~B\M~ = 0. Therefore our theorem is proved. [] 
Remark. Note that the conditions cr~I(m, n) and (i,a(i))6F~, for 1 ~ i4  m are 
the same as cr~R~'. The formula in Theorem 57 is exactly the formula (18) in 
Theorem 33. 
6. Cell structure of B\M~ 
In this section, we show that B\Mx is a CW-complex. We will use the terminology 
and results of Grassmann manifolds, Schubert cells, Schubert variety, flag manifolds 
and their combinatorial descriptions. To make this article more accessible we write 
some expositions on these topics in the appendices. 
Recall that for a e M we let a k denote the submatrix consisting of the last k rows ofa. 
Let B k be the k by k Borel subgroup of general linear group Gk = GLk(C) .  Then Bka k 
denotes the Bk-orbit of ak in Mk., (see (15) for definition). 
Define the set of partial flags by 
.~"m(C n) :--- {(V1 . . . . .  V,,)ldim Vi = i and V~ c Vi+l, for 1 ~< i ~< m} 
where each Vi in a subspace of C". 
Lemma 58. Define a map h: B \M ~ ~,~,,(C") by 
hk(ak) := (:t,,(a), ~,,_ 1 (a), . . . ,  a,,_ k + 1 (a)), 
h(Ba) := (hi (aO, h2(a2) . . . . .  h.(a.)), 
where cti(a ) denotes the ith row of a and @1, ... , Vk) denotes the subspace spanned by 
vx . . . .  ,Vk. Then h is a homeomorphism. 
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Proof. We need to show (a) h is well defined, (b) h is a one-to-one correspondence, and 
(c) h and its inverse are both continuous. 
(a) If b e B, then since b is upper triangular and nonsingular, 
(~m(ba) . . . . .  ~k(ba)) = (~m(a) . . . . .  ~k(a)) for 1 ~< k ~< m. 
So h is well defined. 
(b) Let (Vx . . . . .  V,.)e~m(C"), choose vie Vi+l - Vi, for 0 ~< i ~< m - 1 where we 
write Vo = (0). Take 
a :~---~ . 
1 
Then, by definition, h(B~a) = (V1, . . . ,  Vm). So, h is onto. 
On the other hand, suppose h(Bma) = h(Bma'). Use induction on m - k to show that 
a' = ba for some beB.  First, (am(a)) = (em(a')) implies that em(a') = b~,,mem(a) for 
some bm, meC - {0}. Assume that 
~m-k(a') = ~ b,,_k,jCcj(a) for some bm-k,jeC 
j=m-k 
where bin- k,,,- k ¢ 0. Since h,_  k- l(a,,-  k- 1) = h.,- k- 1 (am- k- 1), we have 
(am-k-l(a),a,,-k(a) . . . . .  am(a)) --- (a , , -k - l (a ' ) ,~-k (a ' )  . . . . .  ~m(a')). (44) 
Therefore, 
~,,-k- l(a') = ~ bin-k- 1,jaj(a). 
j=m-k -1  
for some bm_k_l , jeC where b~-k- l .m-k-X ¢ O. Take b = (bi,j) with b~,j = 0, for all 
i > j. Then b e B. Hence, a' = ha, i.e., B,,a = Bma'. So, h is one to one. 
(c) Here we show both h and h -x are continuous. First we show that h is 
continuous. Let O be any open set in ~,,(C"). We show that h-1(O) is open in B\M.  
Our idea is illustrated in the following diagram. 
C ' "  ~ M o, , M / ~, - - -  , , .  • G,(C") 
k..) U U 
0;:= p[-~nT~(03 ----* n71(0~) ----* O, 
(45) 
where Gi(C') denotes the Grassmannian consisting of all /-dimensional subspaces 
of C". 
Since the topology in ~m(C') is inherited from the product topology in 
( GI(C") x .-- x G.(C ~) we may assume that 0 = I-Ii= 10i)n~m(C") where Oi is an open 
set in G,.(C"). Recall that M[,. is the space of ix  n matrices of rank i and let 
ni :M~,. ~ Gi(C ~) be the natural map which takes a matrix to its row space. Then 
n71(Oi) is open by definition of the quotient topology in Gi(C'). Recall that 
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Pi : M ---, M!,., is defined by pi(a) = ai where, as before, ai consists of the last i rows of a. 
Since pi is continuous, O[ := pf ln f l (O i )  is open in M. 
Since M consists of the matrices in Mm.,(C) of maximum rank m, it is open in 
M,,.,(C). Thus, O[ is open in M,,,,(C). Where O[ = ~jj O1i where the O'ij are basic open 
sets. Each O'~j is a direct product of mn open intervals in C. Clearly every such open 
interval is the solution set of a strict inequality of the form a < x < b. Define 
trl ! 
O'= (~g=l Oi. So O' is the solution set of a system of strict inequalities. In the 
following we call those strict inequalities with the a~,j involved (as the variables) the 
open restriction on ai,j. Then O' is an open subset of Mm,,(C). By definition of p~, 
7cipi(a) = (al)  c (a i+l )  = ni+lPi+l(a) for 1 ~< i ~< m -- 1. (46) 
Thus O' is a union of B-orbits in M. By definition of the quotient opology on B\M,  
B\O'  is open in B\M.  
Now we want to show that B\O '= h-1(O) which implies that h is continuous. 
Recall that h(B,,a) = (ha(a1), . . . ,  h,,(a,,)) and hk(ak) is the linear span of the vectors 
c~m(a),~,, l(a) . . . .  ,c~m-k+l(a). If Bmx~B\O' ,  then the fact that x~O'  implies that 
xeO'gfor 1 ~<i~<m. then 
h(B,,x) = (hi(x1), ... ,hm(xm))E FI oi = o. 
i=1  
So B\O'  c h- 1 (0). Next, the B,,x e h- 1 (0). Then h(Bm x) ~ O. Thus, hi(xi) e Oi, for all i. 
Therefore, xeO' .  Because of the nested condition x~ c xi+l, 1 ~ i ~< m-  1, 
B,,x e B\O'. Therefore, B\O'  = h-1(O). Hence, h is continuous. 
Next we show that h- ~ is continuous. Let U be open subset of B\M.  Then, there is 
an open set U' ~ M such that U' is the preimage of U in M. We show that h(U) is 
open in O~m(C"). Since U' is open in M, without loss of generality we may assume that 
U' is a basic open subset of M. That is to say that U' is a direct product of mn open 
intervals: one interval for each entry of the matrix. Collect all the open restrictions on 
the entries in the last i rows of the matrices in U'. The collection of these open 
restrictions define an open set U[ c Mg for 1 ~< i ~< m. For (xl . . . . .  Xk)eh(U), there 
exists some a e U' such that x~ = h~(a~) = (al) for 1 ~< i ~< k. Thus xl ~ ... ~ Xk. By 
the definition of quotient opology on G~(C"), U~ = ng(Uj) is open for 1 ~< i ~< m. Since 
m ~,~(C") has the subspace topology inherited from 1-[~=IGi(C"), we know that 
( " U~)c~,,(C") is open. Therefore, h- 1 is continuous. Hence h is a homeo- h(U)= H/=J 
morphism. [] 
Proof of Proposition 31. As in Definition 26, for a ~ I(k, n), let a* ~ J(k, n) be obtained 
by rearranging the rows of a. By Lemma 58 we can view X(a) as a subset of the direct 
product of Grassmannians [J7'=1 GI(C"). For each Bma~X(a), let (ak) be the k- 
dimensional subspace spanned by the last k rows of a, for 1 ~< k ~< m. Then, 
(ak) ~ e(a*), for 1 ~< k ~< m. Conversely, if we have a partial flag {(ai)}l ~ _< ,~ such that 
(ak) ~ e(a*), write (ao) = {0} and take C~k from (ak) -- (ak-1) ,  for 1 ~< k ~ m. Use 
ak as the kth row of a matrix, for 1 ~< k ~< m, we get a matrix a. Then B,,a ~ X(a). By 
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Lemma 68, we have one-to-one correspondence F between the sequence of Ferrers 
boards of {ak}~ ,< k ,<,, and the set X(a). The second statement follows from Corol lary 
69 that in a Grassmannian, e(a*) = e((a')*) if and only if Fz~,.) = Fa~,,).). []  
Definition 59. Let ml . . . .  , ms and nl . . . . .  n, be two decreasing subsequences of [m] 
such that as two subsets of [m], [m] = {ml . . . .  ,ms}"{nl ,  ... ,n,} disjoint union. We 
call such a pair of subsequences a (s, t)-pair. 
In this definition, either s or t may be 0. 
Lemma 60. Let ({mi},*.= 1,{ni}[= 1) and ({m'i },*= 1, {n'i} ~=1 ) be two (s, t)-pairs of[m] such 
that ni <~ n'i. I f  we insert ms into the proper position in nl, . . . ,  nt to make a (s - 1, t + 1)- 
pair ({mi}~-~, {n *~''+ 1, s ~= lJ and at the same time we insert ms into the proper position in 
l ! • t S--1 • {(n), },=1), then n* <~ (n')*,for nl, .. ,n, tomakeanother (s -  1, t + 1)-pazr({mi}i=l, , ,  +  
l~<i~<t+l .  
Proof. Clearly, the only nontrivial case is when ms > m'~. Suppose ms is inserted at the 
ith place so that n* = ms. Then, 
ms = m-  ( i -  1 ) -  ( s -  1) = n - i -  s + 2. 
For  the same i, since ms>re's, we have (n ' ) *=n ' i>>-m-(s -1 ) - ( i -1 )=ms.  
Assume m's = (n')~', k > i. Then, for each l such that i < l < k, nl = n*÷ 1. Therefore, 
n*÷ 1 = m - (s - 1) - l ~< (n')*÷ 1, as (n')*÷ 1 > m's. The case when I/> k is trivial• Hence 
the lemma is proved• [] 
Proof of Theorem 32. The second statement is exactly the type A case of Chevalley's 
theorem on Cheval ley-Bruhat order. There is a combinatorial proof in Macdonald 
[22, pp. 7, 8-1 
Now we prove (a). Assume X(P(a)) c_ X(P(a')). By Lemma 31, Fa~e~,~,~ c Fa~e~,,~,~, 
for 1 ~< i ~< n. In particular, we have Fa~,,} = Fa~e~,~a c Fa~e~,~,~ = F~(~,~, for 1 ~< i ~< m. 
By Lemma 31 we have X(a) c X(#). 
Assume X(a) _ X(a'). We use induction on n - m to show X(P(a)) c_ X(P(a')). If 
n - m = 0, there is nothing to prove. If n - m = 1, then by Lemma 31, 
Fx(ak) C--Fz(a'k) for 1 ~<k~<n-1 .  
This means a*(i) >. (a')*(i), for each i. By Definition 6, 
({P(a(1))}, {at(i)}7=-~) and ({P(a'(1))}, {(a')*(i)}7=~) 
are two (i, n - 1)-pairs such that a*(i) >>. (a')~(i), for each i. By Lemma 60, we know 
that (P(a))*(i) >1 (P(a'))*(i) for 1 ~< i ~< n. Thus X(P(a)) c_ X(P(a')). Assume that 
X(a) ~ X(a') implies X(P(a)) c X(P(a')) for n - m =j .  When n - m =j  + 1, repeat 
the argument above word by word, and use Lemma 60 again. We get 
X(P(a)) ~ X(P(a')) from X(a) ~ X(a') for the n - m =j  + 1 case. [] 
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Corollary 61. If X(a)c~X(a') ~ O, then X(a) ~_ X(a'). 
Proof. Take B~a ~X(a)nX(a'). Then B~a~ has a matrix representative as the matrix 
(B.1) in Lemma 68 with respect to (a~)* and a matrix representative as the matrix (B.2) 
in Lemma 68 with respect to (al)* for l ~<i~< m. Therefore, F~(ak)~--F~(a'k) for 
1 ~< k ~ m. So X(a) _ X(a'). [] 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem 33 of this section. We quote the 
statement as follows. 
Main Theorem. (a) BkM~ is a CW-complex consisting of all the cells of BkM which fit 
into the board Fx. 
(b) The Poincarb polynomial homology (and the cohomology) of the partition variety 
B\M~ with real coefficients i given by 
Poin(B\M~, R) = Poin(B\M~. R, q) = RL~()~, q2). (47) 
Proof. By Lemma 32 the formula in Theorem 57 can be rewritten as 
B\M~= ] J X(a). 
a~ l(m,n),F;(a) c F~. 
To show that this is CW-complex, we need only to prove that for each 
Bma ~ X(a) - X(a) ~_ B\Mx, there exists some cell X(a') _~ B\Mx of lower dimension 
such that Bma sX(a'). Since Bma ~X(a) ~_ BkM~, there is a unique X(a') containing 
Bma. By the last corollary, X(a') c X(a). So F~:) ~_ Fx~,) for all i. But Bmaq~X(a) 
implies that there is at least one i such that the inclusion is strict, i.e., F~o;) c F~.(~,~ but 
F~;) # F~) .  This means that X(a') = BkM z and P(a') < P(a) in the Bruhat order of 
IV,. Therefore, 
dime X(a') = l(P(a')) < l(P(a)) = dimcX(a). 
So we have proved that BkM~ is a CW-complex. 
Since this CW-complex structure is over the complex field, viewed as two-dimen- 
sional real space, all the cells are of even dimensions. So the boundary operator 0 is 
zero. (This is a standard way to compute cohomology of complex manifold with 
cellular decomposition. See for example [24, p. 232] for the simplest case of P".) Thus, 
the homology and cohomology groups of B\Mx are freely generated by its cells. 
Hence, we have PoinR(B\M~., q) = RLm(2, q2). [] 
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Appendix A. Schubert cells in Grassmann manifolds 
In this section we give an exposition on the Schubert cells and Schubert varieties in 
a Grassmann manifold. The results are all known. The structure is a complex 
analogue to that in [23, Section 6] which is over the real field. 
Let m and n be two positive integers uch that m ~< n. As before let G = GLm(C). Let 
GIn(C") be the set of all m-dimensional subspaces of C". Let V be an m-dimensional 
subspace of C ". Then V can be written as a linear span of m linearly independent row 
vectors {cti}l ~ i~ ,, in C ~. Using ct~ as the ith row for 1 ~< i ~< m we get an m by n matrix 
a of rank m. Let (a)  denote the row space of a. Note that for a, a' • M, (a)  = (a ' )  if 
and only ifa and a' have the same G-orbit [a] := Ga = Ga' = [a']. Define a mapping 
(a)  ~ [a]. This is a one to one correspondence b tween Gr,(C") and the quotient 
space G\M = {Gala •M} where M is the set of all m by n matrices over C of rank m. 
The quotient space G\M as the quotient topology inherited from the natural topology 
of the space M. We transport his topology to GIn(C" ). Thus GIn(C") is a complex 
manifold, called the Grassmann manifold. In the following, for a fixed a • M we 
identify the row space (a)  with the G-orbit [a] = Ga. With this identification i  our 
mind we will use these two notations in the rest of this paper whichever is convenient. 
Further, we identify the Grassmann manifold with the quotient space G\M = 
{Gala • M}. Thus we consider an element of the Grassmann manifold GIn(C") either 
as a G-orbit of some matrix a • M or as an m-dimensional subspace of C", whichever is
convenient. Let 
Ck={(1 . . . .  ,O, zk, ...,z~)•C"lz~•C} for 1 <~k<~n. 
n-k  
Remark. We call this special sequence of subspaces the standard flag. This definition 
is 'backward'; one might prefer 
C k : {(zl . . . . .  zk, 0 . . . .  ,0) ~C" lz i•C} .  
n-k  
The reason for us to use such a 'backward' efinition is that our Ferrers boards have 
to be right justified to include the parabolic boards as special cases. For the same 
reason, our row eliminations and Gram-Schmidt process are all from bottom to the 
top. 
If [a] • GIn(C"), then, 
0 = dim([a]nC °) ~< dim([a]c~C 1)~< -.- ~ dim([a]nC") = m. 
Note that any two consecutive integers in this sequence differ by at most 1. Thus, there 
are exactly m jumps in the sequence. We collect all the [a]'s which jump at the same 
places. 
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Definition 62 (Schubert cell). For a eJ(m,n),  let e(a) = {[al eGm(C")ldim([a]n 
C "- '" ) )  < d im( [a ]nC"  ~,)+1), 1 ~< i ~< m}. We call e(a) the Schubert cell of a [23, 
Section 6-]. 
For example, if 
('0 0 
0"= 0 ' 
then, e(a) is the set of all [a] e G2(C 3) such that d im( [a ]nC 1) = d im( [a ]nC 2) = 1, 
and d im( [a ]nC3)=2.  In general, we have dim([a,]nC"- '~m-i+l)+l)=i,  and 
dim([a, ]nC ~-'lm-~÷l)) = i - 1, 1 ~< i ~< m. Clearly, we have a partit ion 
U 
aeJ(m,n) 
Next, we give a description of the Grassmannian GIn(C") in terms of orthonormal  
bases and use it to describe the closure e(a) of the Schubert cell e(a). This description 
was given in [23-] over the field R. In the following we call m-tuple of orthornormal  
vectors in C" an orthonormal  m-frame (see [20-]). Let Zm be the set of orthonormal  
m-frames in C" [20, p. 13]. Let 
Hk={(O,...,O, ZR,...,Z1)Izi~C, fo r l<<. i<k ,  zkeR,  zk>O}cC k. (A.1) 
n-k  
For a ~J(m, n), give 




the subspace topology obtained from the product topology on C" × .-- × C". 
Lemma 63. For any x ~ e(a) with a ~ J(m, n), there is a unique orthonormal m-frame 
(vl . . . . .  Vm) for x which is in H ~-~1~÷1 × ... × H ~-~tm~÷ l. Let ~ denote the mapping 
defined by x~-~(vl . . . . .  Vm). 
Proof. Since x Ee(a), there is an ordered basis (xl . . . . .  Xm) of X such that the first 
a(i) - 1 component  (from the left) of xi are all zeros and the a(i)th component  (from 
the left) is nonzero, for 1 ~< i < m. Let a be the matrix with xi as its ith row. Starting 
from xm, do the Gram-Schmidt  orthonormal izat ion to the rows of a, from bottom to 
the top as follows: Divide the mth row by its norm and then multiply it by e-io where 
0 (0 ~< 0 < 2n) is the argument of its a(m)th component  (from the left). Then, we get 
a vector Vm which is a unit vector with its a(m)th component  (from the left) being 
a positive number,  i.e., Vm e H "-*tin) + 1. Then, let 
1)m- I = Xm-  1 -- (Xm_ l , l )m) Vm. 
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Let 
Vm-  1 
v,,-1 - Hv;,-lll exp( - iA rg( (v~,  a),-~(m-1)+l)) 
where (v~,_ 1),-,(m- 1)+ 1 is the a(m - 1)th component  (from the left) of v~,_ 1. Then 
Vm-~ sH " -~( ' -1 )+I  and Vm-l-l-Vm. In general, for k/> 2, let 
k-1  




Vm-k z= PlV~-k II exp( -  i Arg((v~,_k), ~{m-k)+ 1)). (A.4) 
Therefore, Vm-k ~H n-~(m-k)+l and Vm-klVm_j, for 0 ~ j  ~< k - 1. The construction 
determines the uniqueness, clearly. [] 
Remark 64. Note that the Gram-Schmidt  orthonormal izat ion applied to the rows of 
a is done by multiplication of a on the left by an upper triangular matrix whose entries 
are rational functions of the entries of a with all the denominators nonzero. Therefore 
these rational functions are continuous. 
Let 
e'(a) = Z,,caH "-'(1)+ 1 x ... x H "-'{m)+ 1 (A.5) 
In Lemma 66, we will prove that 
e'((r):= Sm(3H n a(1)+1 X . . .  x H n-~(m)+ l 
=-- Y~m~H n-a(1)+ l x .. .  x H n-"(m)+ 1 (A.6) 
where 
={(0  . . . . .  OZk . . . . .  Zl)lZi~C, i <k ,  zk~R,  Zkt>O}. 
n-k  
Note that Zk may be zero. We will prove that this is another description of Schubert 
cells. The reason for us to use this description of Schubert cells is that the closure of 
e'(a) has an interesting combinatorial  background (see Appendix B). 
In the following we will prove a lemma on Schubert cells (Lemma 66) which is 
a complex analog of Lemma 6.3 in [23, p. 76]. To do this we need to introduce some 
notation and a technical emma. Let 
A ~ = {x ~H---TI Ilxll = 1} (A.7) 
b, = (0 . . . .  ,0, l, 0 . . . .  ,0) (A.8) 
n-a( i )  
where H i is defined in formula (48) and l[ x j[ a = (x, x>. For  a ~ I(m, n) and i > 1, define 
D(xi . . . . .  Xm) = {X e A"-'( i-1)+ l lx l x j, i <<. j <~ m}. (A.9) 
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Then A k is a closed unit disk of complex dimension k - 1 with center at the origin 
corresponding to Zk = 1 and boundary corresponding tozk = 0. In particular, if k = 1, 
then d k is a point. If u, v ~C" are two unit vectors and (u, v) ¢ - 1, define a C-linear 
map T(u, v): C" ~ C" by 
(x, u + v) 
T(u, v)x = x (u + v) + 2(x, u) v. 
1 + (u, v) 
Then T(u, v) has the following properties: 
Lemma 65 
P1. The mapping (u, v, x)~--~ T(u, v)x is continuous in the three variables u, v, x. 
P2. If u, v ~ C k then T (u, v)x = x rood C k. 
P3. T (u, u) = identity. 
P4. I f  x_l_u and x_l_v then T (u, v)x = x. 
P5. T (u, v)u = v. 
P6. T (u, v) is a unitary operator, i.e., ( T (u, v)x, r (u, v) y )  = (x, y) ,  for all x, y eC". 
P7. T(u, v)- 1 = T(v, u) if (u, v) ~R. 
Proof. P1-P5 are immediate from the definition of T. We prove P6. For any x, y E C", 
(x,u + v) (y,u + v) (u + v,u + v) (T (u ,v )x ,  T (u ,v )y )  = (x, y)  + 
(1 + (u, v)) (1 + (u, v)) 
+ 4(x, u) (y, u) (v, v) (y, u__+ v) (x, u + v) 
1 + (u, v) 
(x, u+v) 
(u + v, y)  + 2(x, u) (v, y)  + 2 (y, u) (x ,v)  
1 + (u, v) 
(x, u + v) 
2 (y, u) (u + v, v) 
1 + (u, v) 
(y, u + v) 
_ _  2(x,  u)  (v, u + v) .  
1 + (u, v) 
Since (a, b) = (b, a) and (u, u) = (v, v) = 1, we have 
(x, u + v) (u + v, y) (2 + (u, v) + (v, u)) (T (u ,v )x ,  T (u ,v )y )  = (x ,y )  n t (1 + (u, v))( l  + (v, u)) 
(u + v,y) (x ,u + v) 
+ 4(x, u) (u, y) - 
1 + (v, u)  
(x, u + v) (u + v, y) 
1 + (u, v) 
+ 2(x, u) (v, y) + 2(u, y) (x, v) 
- (x, u + v)2(u, y) - (u + v, y) 2(x, u).  
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Clearly, the 4th and the 5th term cancel the 2nd term, and the last two terms cancel the 
3rd, the 6th and the 7th term. Hence, 
( T (u, v)x, T(u, v)y> = (x, y>. 
This proves P6. 
We show P7. Let u, v be unit vectors in C" which are linearly independent. Let V1 be 
the linear span ofu and v. Since C" = 111 @ V~ and both T(u, v) and T(v, u) fix V~, it is 
enough to show that 
T(u,v) T (v ,u )w=w fo rw•{u,v} .  
This is clear for w = v by P5. Suppose w = u, since T(v, u)v = u, the left-hand side 
equals 
( (u,u + v) ) 
T(u,v)(T(v,u)u)=T(u,v)  u l+(u ,v ) (U+V)+2<u,v>u 
= T(u ,v ) ( -v  + 2<u, v>u) 
=(-1)  V - l+(u  ' (u+v)+2(v ,u>v 
+ 2<u, v> v 
1 + (v, u> 
= ( -  1)v + (u + v) - 2(v, u> v 
1 + <u, v> 
+ 2<u, v> v 
=U.  
Therefore, P7 is proved. [] 
m H.-,(i)+l Then e*(a) is homeomorphic to Lemma 66. (a) Let e*(a):= S,,c~I-Ii= 1
m a direct product 1-Ii=~ Di, where Di = D(bi . . . . .  b,.) c C" is a closed unit disk of 
dimension (n - a(i) + 1) - (m - i + 1) for 1 <~ i <~ m. In addition, e*(tr) = e'(tr) and 
int(e*(a)) = e'(o). 
(b) Let h:S,. ~ G,,(C") be the map defined by h(x~ . . . . .  Xz) = (x~ . . . . .  x,.>. Then 
h is a homeomorphismfrom e'(a) onto e(a). 
Proof. For any subset S c C", let 8S denote the boundary of S in C ". Our proof 
consists of four steps: 
1. e*(a) is homeomorphic to a direct product of closed disks such that e'(a) corres- 
ponds to the interior. Since e*(a) is closed, e*(a) = e'(a). 
2. h(Se'(a))~e(a) = O. 
3. h is continuous. 
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4. h maps each relatively closed subset of e'(a) onto a relatively closed subset of e(a). 
Step 1: Recall from formula (48) that x ~ H k means 
x = (0 . . . . .  O, zk . . . . .  Zz,Zl) 
where zi ~ C, z~ ~ R, and zk > 0. By definition, 
e*(ff)= { (xl' ' ' ' 'xm)~ f i  An-*( i)+l[xi±xj i=l for i # j} .  
?n We use induction on m to show that e*(a) is homeomorphic  to a product I] i= 1 Di, 
where Di = D(bi, . . . ,  bin) is a closed unit disk of dimension (n - a(i) + 1) - (m - 
i+  1). When rn = 1, the orthogonality condition is vacuous. Thus, e*(a)= 
e*(a(1)) = A "-*(1)+ 1 is a closed unit disk of complex dimension n - a(1) + 1 - 1. 
The main idea of the induction is contained in the case m = 2 which we do 
separately for clarity. For  xz e A "-~(z)+ 1 we have O(x2)= {X1 E An-a(1)+t[X 1 -L x2}. 
Then 
U 
X2 EA n-a(2)* l  
Since D(x2) is the intersection of A "-"(a)+ 1 with the hyperplane orthogonal  to x:, it is 
a closed unit disk of complex dimension n - a (1 ) .  Let 
b2 = (0 . . . .  ,0, 1,0, ... ,0). 
n-a(2)  
We will prove that e*(a) is homeomorphic  to D(b2)x A "-~(z)+ 1. Since (x2, bz) = 
z2., ~(2)+1 =# - 1, the map T(x2, b2) is well defined. Also, (xz, bz)eR,  so we may 
apply P7 of Lemma 65. Let f :  e*(a) --+ D(b2) x A "-~(2)+ 1 be the map defined by 
f (x1, X2) = (T (x2, b2)Xl, x2). 
Note that for Xl ~D(x2), by P5 and P6, 
(T(x2, ha)x1, b2) = ( T (xa, b2)Xl, T (x2, b2)x2) = (x1 ,  x2)  = O. 
SO T(x2, b2) (D(x2)) ~ O(b2). Thus, f(e*(a)) c Dl(bz) × Oz. Similarly, we define 
g : D(bz) x A ' -  ~(2) + 1 ._. e* (a) by g(u, v) -- (T (b2, v)u, v). Then, we need to check that 
(i) T(b2, v)uJ_v, 
(ii) I] T(b2, v)uM = 1. 
I tem (ii) is clear since we know that t] u = 1 and T(b2, v) is unitary. As for item (i), 
we have 
(T(bz,  v)u, v) = (T(b2, v)u, T(b2, v)b2) = (u, b2) -- 0. 
Next, we show that fog  = identity. By P7, 
( f o g)(u, v) = f ( T (b2, v)u, v) = ( T (v, b2) T (b2, v)u, v) = (u, v). (A.IO) 
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Similarly, g of  = identity. Thus , f  is bijective and g = f -  1. Since (x l, X2)~ T (X2, b2)x 1 
is continuous, f i s  continuous. Similarly, f -  1 is continuous and hencef i s  a homeo- 
morphism from e*(a) onto / ) (b2)  X A n-a(2)+a where D(b2) is a closed disk of dimen- 
sion n - a(1) - 1 and A "-'(2)+1 is a closed disk of dimension n - a(2). Thus, the first 
statement of part (a) of the lemma is proved in case m = 2. By P6, i f f (x l ,  x2) = (u, v), 
then [IX 1 11 = HUH and I[x2 [I = Ilvlt. I f  (Xl, x2) • inte*(a)  with 
xi = (0, ... ,0, z i , . -~,)+ 1, zi , . -~,)  . . . . .  zi, 1) for i = 1, 2. 
then z1,.-~1)+1 >0 and z2,.-~2)+1 >0.  Note that x2, b2•C "-~(2)+1 By P2, 
u = T(x2, b2)xl = xl  modC "-~2)+l.  Thus, the a(1)th component  o fu  (from the left) 
is positive. Since v = Xa, the a(2)th component  of u (from the left) is z2, , -~z)+ 1> 0. 
Therefore, 
f ( in t  e*(a)) = int D(b2) × D2 = f(e ' (a)) .  
Sincef is bijective, e'(a) is the interior of e*(a). Since e*(a) is closed, it is the closure of 
e'(a). 
Now, we consider the general case m i> 2. Recall that a is an injective mapping from 
[m] into In]. Write the restriction of a to [2, m] as alt2,,,l. Let 
??1 
e*(altz,ml) := S,,- lc~ 1--[ H" -* (°+I  
i=2  
Assume that e*(a[t/,,,l) is homeomorphic  to a product I] i~z Di where D~ is a closed 
unit disk of dimension (n - a(i) + 1) - (m - i + 1). Write the homeomorph ism as (. 
For  (xz, . . . ,  xm) • ((e* (a[t2,m])) = l-I i~= 2 Di, let 
O(x2 . . . . .  x,,) = {xl • A "-"(1)+ 1 Ix1 _1_ xi, 2 ~< i ~< m}. 
Then 
e*(o) = U D(XE, . . . ,  x,.) x {(x2, . . . ,  x,,)}. 
(x2 . . . . .  x~)ee*(alt2,~l)  
Note that when m = 2, 
e*(o'[[2,21 ) = e*(a(2) = A n -° (2)+l  
as in the case m = 2. Define 
T,, := T(xz ,  b2) ... T(x, , ,  b,,). (A.11) 
Since bi I b i and x~_l_ x j, for 1 ~< i ¢ j ~< m, Tm maps x~ to b~ for 2 ~ i ~< rn and fixes all 
vectors orthogonal to x2 . . . . .  x.,,b2, . . . ,b , ,  by P4. Define f , . :e*(a) 
D (b 2 . . . . .  br.) x ((e* (a[t2" ml)) by 
f , , (x l ,  ... , Xm) = (Tr,(X2 . . . . .  Xm)Xl, x2 . . . . .  x,,). 
where D := D(b2, . . . ,  bin) = {u • A"-'~")+l[u I bi, 2 ~< i ~< m}. Here, we need to verify 
that for x~ •Dl (x2 ,  ... ,Xm), T,,Xa •D.  In fact, 
(TmX1, bl) = (T , ,x l ,  T , ,x l )  = (x l ,  x l )  = O, 
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for i>~ 2. Exactly as in the case m = 2, we can verify that fr" is onto. Since 
b2, ... ,br", x2,  . . . ,  xr" E C n-~(2)+ 1, we know, by P2, that the a(1)th coordinate (from 
the left) of Tmxl is the same as that ofxt.  For the same reason, all coordinates to the 
left of the a(1)th coordinate (from the left) of TmXl are zero, i.e., we have 
(0, . . .  ,O, Zn_a(1)+ t ,Zn_a(1) ,  ""  ,Z1)" 
The formula (A.11) for Tr" and P4 imply that fr" has a continuous inverse. Thus fr" 
is a homeomorphism. Note that the boundary of A "-'~i)+1 corresponds to 
zi., ~il+ 1 = 0 and the definition of D implies that c3D _~ ~A" ~1)+ 1. By the definition 
of e'(a) (see formula (A.5) and the description of e*(rr) in Lemma 66, 
e*(a) : e'(a)uSe*(a). 
Sincef(e*(a)) = D1 ... Dr", 
D1 ... Dm = fr" (e' (a))wf,.(~e* (a)). 
Since fro is a homeomorphism, int(D1 ... Dr") =f(int(e*(a)). Note that fr" and f,,T 1 are 
both one to one. Thusfm(t3e* (a)) is the boundary of the product D1 ... Dr". Since Tk is 
unitary, for each k, by P2 of Lemma 65, fr"(Oe*(a)) = O(D1 ... Dr,). Moreover, sincefr" 
is bijective, again by P2 of Lemma 65, the same homeomorphismfm maps e'(a) onto 
the interior of the product of closed unit disks. Since e*(a) is closed, e*(a) is the closure 
of e'(a). 
Step 2: Let (x~ . . . . .  xr") e t3e'(a). Then, there is some i such that the leftmost nonzero 
entry in xi is zj with j < a(i). Let 
X := h(Xl  . . . .  ,Xm) = (X  1 . . . .  ,Xr") .  
Then, dim(xnC ~"~- 1) i> m - i. So x = h(Xl . . . . .  xr") is not  in e(a). 
Step 3: By the uniqueness of the orthonormal frame Xl . . . . .  xr" in each m-dimen- 
sional subspace of C", h is a one to one correspondence. We show that h is continuous. 
Take any relatively open set O c e(a). Since the topology is defined by the quotient 
topology in G\M,  there is an open set O' c E(a) c M such that O = G\O' where E(a) 
is the pre-image of e(a) under the projection ~. Note that for each x e O, x is an G-orbit 
of some matrix 
(x!)x 
which we identify with (xl, ... ,Xr")eZr,. By the definition of subspace topology, 
h-1(O) = O'c~SnH ~ is open in e'(a). Hence, h is continuous. 
Step 4: Suppose A ~e'(a) is relatively closed. Then, Ane ' (a )=A where 
c e'(a) is compact, hence, h(A) is closed as h is continuous by Step 3. By Step 2, 
h(-A)~e(a) = h(A), it follows that h(A) c e(a) is relatively closed. 
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Combining the results in Steps 3 and 4, we know that h is a homeomorphism. Thus 
Lemma 66 is proved. [] 
Lemma 67. e'(a) is homeomorphic to e(a). 
Proof. Let r~: M--* G \M be the canonical map defined by a~-+ [a] = Ga for each 
a e M. Let E(a) := re-~(e(a)). First, we want to show that the map h:Z,.--. G,.(C") 
defined by 
h(xl, ... ,x , . )= (xl ,  ... ,x, .)  
is continuous. Let U be an open subset of G,.(C") = G\M.  There is a open subset 
U~ c M such that U = G\U1. For each x e U, x is the GL"(C)-orbit of some matrix 
!1 )  E U1 of rank m. 
Identify such a matrix with the tuple (xl . . . . .  x") ~ E,.. By the definition of subspace 
topology on X,.n(U,~I( , . . , )H") ,h- I (u)=UlnE, .n(U~,~I( , . . , )H ~) is open in 
X,. U, ~ I (,..,) H ' .  Thus h is continuous. 
Next, we show that h(e'(a)) = e(a). Note that h is continuous and e'(a) is compact. 
So h(e'(a)) is closed in G,.(C") containing e(a). Thus, e(a) c h(e'(a)). On the other hand, 
h-l(e(a)) is closed containing e'(a). This implies that h(e'(a)) c e(a). Hence, we have 
h(e'(a)) = e(a). 
Finally, we show that h maps each closed subset of e'(a) to a closed subset of 
e(a). Let A be a closed subset of e'(a). Then A is compact. By the equality proved in 
this previous paragraph, h(A) is a closed subset of e(a). [] 
Appendix B. Combinatorial description of Schubert varieties in Grassmann manifold 
The results in this appendix are used in Section 6. These results are all known. But 
I do not find a suitable xposition in the literature for our application. So I write this 
appendix. 
Lemma 67 enables us to describe the closure of a Schubert cell combinatorially. 
Such a closure is called a Schubert variety. Let U be a subset of the Grassmann 
manifold G,,(C"). We say that U has matrix representatives S = {x, y, ... } c M if U is 
the set of row spaces of the elements in S. Note that a matrix determines its row space 
uniquely. On the other hand, for a fixed m-dimensional subspace, there is a unique 
orthonomal m-frame (V 1 . . . . .  1)m) in H " - 'm+ 1 x ... x H n-~'(")+ 1 (see Lemma 63). Use 
v~ as the ith row vector for 1 ~< i ~< m. We get a matrix a. This matrix is uniquely 
determined by the m dimensional subspace. 
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Lemma 68. For m <~ n, let e(a) be a Schubert cell in a Grassmann manifold GIn(C"). 
Then, e(~) has matrix representatives 
0 .-. 0 Pl * "'" * 0 • .-- • 0 * .-- * 
• 0 • . . .  * 0 * . . .  * 
P,, 1 * "'" * 0 • ... * 
Pm * " '" * 
(B .1 )  
with real positive Pk in the tr(k)th column, for 1 <~ k <~ m if and only if the correspondin9 
Schubert variety e(a) has matrix representatives 
0 ... u * * ... * * * ' "  * * * ' "  * 
• * * - . -  * * * - . .  , 
• * . . .  * * * - . .  , 
• * . . .  * 
(B.2) 
with n - a(k) + 1,'s in the kth row, for 1 <<. k <~ m where the , 's  are complex numbers. 
Remark.  By Lemma 66, the number of . 's  in the matrix (B.1) equals the dimension of 
e(tr). 
Proof. By Lemmas 66 and 67, we can identify e(tr) with e'(tr) and identify e(a) with 
e'(tr). For  each or thonormal  frame (xl . . . . .  Xr,) e e'(cr), let x be the matrix which has xi 
as the ith row for 1 ~< i ~< m. Recall that the components of xi are labelled backwards,  
i.e., the kth component  is Zi , , -k+l for 1 ~< k ~< n. By Lemma 66, we know that the 
Schubert cell e'(a) has matr ix representatives a  in the matrix (B.1) if and only if the 
Schubert cycle e'(a) has matrix representatives as in the matr ix (B.2) with 
z/ , . -~i)+ 1>~ 0, for 1 <~ i <~ m. Since left mult ipl icat ion by elements of G,, corresponds 
to the elementary operat ions on the rows of matrices in M, the (i, tr(i)) entry can be any 
complex number. [] 
In the following, we write a Ferrers board consisting of all the . 's  in the matr ix (B.2) 
as Fxl~ ~. For  example, if 
0, 00) 
then j l  = 2, and j2 = 3, so e(a) has a Ferrers board 
(*::) 
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while e(a) has a matrix representative 
Corollary 69. For a, a' e J(m, n), e(a) ~_ e(a') if and only if F).t,,) ~_ F~t,,,). 
Proof. By the definition of Schubert cells (Definition 62), each Schubert cell has 
matrix representatives as in the matrix (B.1) for some a ~ J(m, n). Thus, every Schubert 
cycle has matrix representatives a in the matrix (B.2) for the corresponding 
a ~J(m, n). Conversely, for each a ~ (m, n), there is a unique Schubert cell and its 
closure which have the matrix representatives of the shape defined by a. Therefore, the 
Schubert cycles are in a one to one correspondence with the Ferrers boards consisting 
of the stars in the matrix (B2). Since the .'s in the matrix (B.2) can be arbitrary complex 
numbers, the conclusion of the corollary follows from the shape of the Ferrers board 
formed by the .'s in matrix (B.1) [] 
Theorem 70. The Grassmann manifold G\M has a CW-complex structure. 
Proof. We need only to show that for each [a] ~ (e(a) - e(a)), there is some o' ~ J(m, n) 
such that [a] ~e(a') and d ime(a ' )< dime(o). Since G\M = ~),¢s(m.,)e(a), there is 
some o' ~ J(m, n) such that [a] e e(o'). For [a] ~ e(a), each nonzero entry of the matrix 
representative of e(a') is contained in the Ferrers board defined by the matrix 
representative of e(a) by Corollary 69. So a'(i) >1 a(i), for 1 ~< i ~< m. But, the fact that 
[a]¢e(o) implies that there is some i such that the inequality is strict. Therefore, the 
number of *'s in the matrix representative of e(o') is strictly less than that in the matrix 
representative of e(a). Hence, dim(e(a')) < dim(e(a)). [] 
Appendix 
C. Flag manifolds 
A flag is a sequence of nested subspaces in C" 
{o} = Vo = Vl = V2 = ... c v .=c  m (C.1) 
where dim Vi = i, for 1 ~< i ~< m. Let ~(C" )  be the set of all flags as in (C.1). Take 
a vector vie Vi - V~_ 1 for 1 ~< i ~< m. Use vi as the ith row for 1 ~< i ~< rn to get an m by 
m matrix a e G,,. Recall that we write ak for the submatrix of a consisting of the last 
k rows of a. Then Vi is the row space of a~. Write V~ = (ai). Note that B is upper 
triangular. For two matrices a, a 'e Gin, (a i )=  (a'i) for 1 ~<i~< m if and only if 
Ba = Ba'. This gives a one to one correspondence b tween ~ (C m) and the quotient 
space B\G.  Identify a flag with its corresponding B-orbit. Transport he topology of 
B\G to the set ~(cm). Then ~(C  m) is a complex manifold, called the flag manifold. 
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On the other hand, by the definition of Grassmann manifolds, we can view a flag 
manifold as the subset of all (V1, . . . ,  V,,) in the direct product of Grassmann mani- 
m folds 1-Ii=lGi(C") such that VieGi(Cm), for l<~i<~m and VicV i+ l ,  for 
l~ i~m-1 .  
Thus, we have two different ways to define a topology on the flag manifold: either 
transport the quotient opology from B\G to all the flags or let the flags inherit the 
topology from the direct product [Ii~a G~(Cm) where the flag in (C.1) corresponds to 
m (V~, . . . ,  V,,) elqi=~ Gz(C"). In the second case, the topology on the flags as in (C.1) is 
the subspace topology given by the product opology on l~l~"= ~ Gi(C"). The following 
lemma says that these two topologies are equivalent, i.e., there is a homeomorphism 
between them. 
Lemma 71. For each matrix a ~ G, let a k be the submatrix consistin9 of the last k rows of 
a. Let (ai)  be the row space of ai. Let O:B\G~(C")  be the map defined by 
[a] ~-~(V1, ... , Vm) where Vi = (ai). Then, 0 is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 58. [] 
Let a e M = M,~,, and as before let a k be the submatrix of a consisting of the last 
k rows in a. Let Vk be the subspace of C" which has the k rows in ak as a basis, 
1 ~< k ~< m. Then, the nested sequence V1 c V2 c ... ~ V,, is a partial flag in C" with 
dim Vi = i. Denote the set of partial flags by 
~,,(C") = {F:= (V1, . . . ,  Vm) l dim Vi = i and V~ c Vz+l, Vi}. (C.2) 
If b eB, the row space of (ba)k is equal to the row space of ak. Thus bF = F, for 
F e Y,,(C"). There is a bijection between the sets B\M and ~m(C") which is a homeo- 
morphism when the sets are given the topologies analogous to the ones in Lemma 71. 
This is proved in Lemma 58. 
Appendix D. Embedding of complex manifold 
I learned the following proposition from Prof. Terao's class on algebraic geometry. 
Since I do not have a reference, I quote it here together with the proof. 
Proposition 72. Let M and N be complex manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively, 
where m >~ n. I f  N is compact and f: N ~ M is an embeddin 9 then f (N)  is a (smooth) 
analytic subvariety of M. 
Proof. Let z = (zx . . . . .  z.) be local coordinates of z ~N and f(z)= (wl . . . . .  win) be 
local coordinates around f(z) in M, Then, f has a local expression 
f (z) = (A  (z) . . . . .  f~(z)). 
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Since f is an embedding it is full ranked. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that det (OJ~/~zj)l .< i.j .<, ¢ 0, on a neighborhood U' of z in N. So, f l ,  ... , f ,  can be 
chosen as coordinates on U'. Then, we can assume 
f (z) = (z l, . . . ,  z , , f ,  +1 (z), ... ,f, ,(z)). 
Thus, f (U ' )  is defined by 
hi(w ) = w i - - f / (w  1 . . . . .  Wn) = O, n < i <~ m. 
Also, rank (Ohi/t?w~) = m - n. Sincef is  injective, f(z) is not in f (N  - U'). Since N is 
compact, N - U' is compact. Again, the fact that f is an embedding implies that f is 
continuous. Hence, f (N  - U') is closed in M. 
Thus, we know that there is some open neighborhood W off (x)  in M such that 
Wnf(N - U') = 0. Therefore, Wc~f(N)  ~_f(U').  
Let U =f - l (Wc~f (N) )c  U'. Then, f (U)= Wc~f(N)  c f (U ' ) i s  defined by the 
equations wi - f~(wl . . . .  ,w,) = 0, n < i ~< m. So f (N)  is an analytic subvariety of 
M. [] 
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